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someday, Love's gonna carry me home 
They were young men seeing visions and old men d.-earning dreams back in 1937 when 0.~ 
Kretzmann and a handful of his Walther League cronies created The Cresset: A Review of Literature, 
The Arts and Public Affairs. The Depression was no time for such things, but the Lutheran Church 
needed The Cresset and America, indeed the world, needed Lutheran Christians. So there would be 
The Cresset, published monthly, $2.00 per subscription, or 25 cents an issue. 
Kretzmann called his own column The Pilgrim after the Puritan John Bunyan's Pilgrim's 
Progress, inscribing the penultimate sentence of the book upon the column's staff: ''All the trumpets 
sounded for him on the other side." O.P. wrote that the pilgrim looks to the end of life and sees "the 
terrible and beautiful panorama of human passions, of sadness and laughter, of beauty and horror, 
of eternal sameness and neverending change" illumined by that end. "For so large a view he knows 
little enough-only that life's gayest music is often threaded with the chord of the beyond and that 
we are in bitter need of clear eyes and dignity, courage, and cleanness of soul." Clear eyes and dig-
nity, courage, and cleanness of soul-the virtues of pilgrims. I, and most of my Lutheran friends, 
prefer prodigal sons and daughters to their pilgrim counterparts, perhaps even sons and daughters 
still caught up in their prodigality, for pride and arrogance are common companions of the pilgrim; 
the prodigal is more often captive to humbler vices. My own children do seem better prepared for 
prodigality than pilgrimage, the result, I suspect, of affluence and cheap grace. They do not easily 
see their way. And that is why they, too, need The Cresset. They are on a road that, God willing, will 
lead them beyond affluence and prodigality. Better that their way is lit, better that their hearts are 
attuned to the chord of the beyond. 
For God calls us and carries us on a road, not an eternal road, but a road all the same. It's 
common to think that pilgrims walk oblivious of the land they cross, in fact, abjuring every step 
until they reach their goal. Although she travels lightly, the pilgrim needn't feel contempt for all that 
surrounds her. As she walks, she walks through God's world, alongside God's children. Things may 
not be as they ought to be, but the Light that leads her will someday make things right. The land to 
which she walks is in some fundamental way continuous with the land through which she walks. 
The Light illumines not just the pilgrim's goal, but also the land of the pilgrim's way. 
Those early Cressets are a marvel to me. O.P. seems as at ease talking about Plato's Republic and 
his Phaedo as discussing Bunyan or a recent American Legion convention in New York City. 
Theodore Graebner writes critically of Dadaism and appreciatively of pugilism. Walter Hansen 
learnedly engages classical music and its recent recordings. And the journal includes numerous book 
reviews and notes and at least eight pages of photographs of religious art and architecture in every 
one of those early issues-twelve a year. If these early Cresset writers were pilgrims, they were also 
careful students of the land through which they walked, seeing there God's country. The Cresset 
itself walked, some fourteen years later, to Valparaiso University. 2001 marked the fiftieth year of 
The Cresset as a publication of this university, making it one of the older continuously published 
religious journals in America. Those editors-O.P. with John Strietelmeier as managing editor-
made it clear that the move to Valparaiso did not mean The Cresset would become an academic 
journal, but rather that The Cresset would be the means by which the academy at Valparaiso would 
serve "thoughtful people wherever they may be and whatever they may be doing." So our journal 
has, these fifty-plus years, our reach extending far beyond campus even as the number of issues per 
year has grown increasingly concentrated from eleven to nine to seven and now to five issues yearly. 
Although, like my predecessors, I hear the chord that sounds beyond, I am in almost every 
.. 
other way an unlikely candidate to lead The Cresset's march homeward. I am the tenth managing 
editor of the journal (if one counts both a young Dick Lee as well as a somewhat older Dick Lee, six 
years later). The first editor of a generation that knew not O.P. The first editor, I believe, not bap-
tized and raised Lutheran. 
My penance, it was determined, would be a pilgrimage. With Protestant work ethic firmly 
entrenched in us, erstwhile student assistant editor Josh Messner and I looked for a place similar, in 
many respects, to Valparaiso, yet an area in which our subscription base was surprisingly thin, New 
Zealand coming immediately to my mind. Josh, ever practical, thought the Cotswolds of England a 
better candidate (after all, Bill Bryson has described the Cotswolds with their lamentable ongoing 
loss of hedgerows as "Indiana with steeples") and confirmed the surprising paucity of Cresset sub-
scriptions in the region despite the presence of a rather well-known university nearby. 
I can report that in that, our first annual Cresset walking tour, we had rather more success with 
the penance than with business matters. Churches were fairly easy to come by on the trail; people 
were not. Understandably, this drove us to pubs, where people congregate, (and, I might add, raised 
questions about the aptness of the description pilgrim rather than prodigal in the case of at least one 
of us). Josh proved as delightful a companion as he has been an able editor. If our subscription base 
was only marginally improved, we do not concede. Next year, The Cresset will try again. As you 
send in your gifts to The Cresset endowment fund, please indicate to us your interest in next year's 
walk and suggest where we might walk in our ongoing efforts to expand our subscription base. New 
Zealand? The South of France? The North of Spain? The Indiana Dunes? 
Good pilgrims that they are, editors come and go, as do their assistants. I was privileged to walk 
in Gail McGrew Eifrig's Cresset parade for a number of years. Gail has always cast a long shadow, 
but a shadow that shielded others from the harshness of the light rather than blocking the vision of 
the way ahead. If I know where I am going now, it is because of what I learned from her lead. I will 
miss her lead, and even more, her company. 
We walk on, as individuals and as institutions, well aware at the same time that we are being 
carried. We walk on, but our way as pilgrims is not always clear. The Cresset will continue to reflect 
these truths and reflect on these truths, and will continue to seek clarity about the Way of Love who 
someday will carry us home. We're inclined to think that we will not always get it right; your work 
as readers is not only to make sure that we have enough money to get the job done-no small task 
there for you-but also to inform us when we get things wrong. But the attempt to get things right, 
to love rightly and well this world created by Love, even as Love calls us through and beyond it, 
even as Love carries us home, is our vocation. A vocation to which this Cresset, like its predecessors, 
is committed. 
TDK 
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In Search of Wisdom: 
Bioethics and the Character of Human Life 
Gilbert Meilaender 
W hen the Hastings Center was founded in 1969 as the first bioethics "think tank" in the 
United States, it planned research in four areas of concern: death and dying (and efforts to over-
come the limits of our finitude); behavior control (and the relation between human activities and 
the happiness attendant upon them); genetic screening, counseling, and engineering (including 
questions of kinship, procreation, and attitudes toward future generations); and population policy 
and family planning (which, at least implicitly, asked about the relation of our own time to future 
generations). If we add explicit attention to moral problems raised by human experimentation, the 
list could still today serve well as a brief itemization of the central concerns of bioethics. The reason 
these issues have been and continue to be central, and no doubt the reason bioethics has been an ob-
ject of such lively public interest and concern, is obvious: These topics are not driven simply by con-
cern for public policy regulations; rather, they involve some of the most important aspects of our 
humanity and raise some of the deepest questions about what it means to be human. 
There is no neutral ground from which to discuss such questions. They are inevitably norma-
tive, value-laden, metaphysical in character. Our starting point, therefore, should not deny this. 
Our approach cannot be that taken by the Human Embryo Research Panel (established by the Na-
tional Institutes of Health in the mid-1990s) , which characterized its stance as follows: 
Throughout its deliberations, the Panel considered the wide range of views held by American citi-
zens on the moral status of preimplantation embryos. In recommending public policy, the Panel 
was not called upon to decide which of these views is correct. Rather, its task was to propose 
guidelines for preimplantation human embryo research that would be acceptable public policy 
based on reasoning that takes account of generally held public views regarding the beginning and 
development of human life. The Panel weighed arguments for and against Federal funding of this 
research in light of the best available information and scientific knowledge and conducted its de-
liberations in terms that were independent of a particular religious or philosophical perspective. 
There are no such terms, and the public is not likely to believe such protestations of neutrality. We 
are not philosopher-kings who can adjudicate disputes between conflicting views without ourselves 
being parties to the argument. We are human beings, invited to reflect upon what that humanity 
means and requires in the field of bioethics. 
This paper aims to invite such reflection and conversation. It explores, without attempting to 
resolve, some of the background issues that will inevitably shape thought in bioethics. Acknowl-
edging from the outset that much more might be said about any of them, I will unpack briefly four 
aspects of a truly human bioethics. 
the unity and integrity of the human being 
The beginning of wisdom in bioethics may lie in the effort to think about what human beings 
are and why it matters morally. From several different angles, medical advance has tempted us to 
lose sight of any sense in which the embodied human being is an integral, organic whole. We can il-
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lustrate this first by noting how advancing genetic knowledge encourages us to think of human be-
ings as no more than collections of parts. 
I begin with some sentences from Ernest Hemingway's The Old Man and the Sea: 
He looked down into the water and watched the lines that went straight down into the dark of the 
water. He kept them straighter than anyone did, so that at each level in the darkness of the stream 
there would be a bait waiting exactly where he wished it to be for any fish that swam there ... .I 
have no understanding of it and I am not sure that I believe in it. Perhaps it was a sin to kill the 
fish .... He urinated outside the shack and then went up the road to wake the boy. He was shiv-
ering with the morning cold . . . . Then he was sorry for the great fish that had nothing to eat and 
his determination to kill him never relaxed in his sorrow for him. How many people will he feed, 
he thought. But are they worthy to eat him? .. .. That was the saddest thing I ever saw with them, 
the old man thought. The boy was sad too and we begged her pardon and butchered her promptly . 
. . . The boy did not go down. He had been there before and one of the fishermen was looking 
after the skiff for him. 
Hemingway's prose is, of course, generally regarded as clear and straightforward, and I suspect that 
any single sentence in this passage was probably simple and transparent to the reader. I also suspect 
that the whole of it made almost no sense at all. There's a reason for that. The sentences in the pas-
sage are drawn at random from pages 29, 104-5,22, 74, 48, and 123-in that order. 
One of the great blessings of the computer age, we are sometimes told, is that one can move 
sentences or whole paragraphs with ease. One needn't work out a thesis or an argument. Just write-
and then move the pieces around later. It's as if the argument were somehow built up from below-
from words, phrases, and sentences moved around, combined and recombined. As if a thesis would 
just emerge without an organizing intelligence, an authorial perspective, at work from the outset. 
In our age of rapid advances in genetic knowledge, an analogous image has been used to char-
acterize our humanity. Consider, for example, the following frequently quoted passage from biolo-
gist Thomas Eisner: 
As a consequence of recent advances in genetic engineering, [a biological species] must be viewed 
as ... a depository of genes that are potentially transferable. A species is not merely a hard-bound 
volume of the library of nature. It is also a loose-leaf book, whose individual pages, the genes, 
might be available for selective transfer and modification of other species. 
I have tried to provide a humble illustration of this by splicing together sentences from different 
pages of just one book-producing thereby something unintelligible. And, letting our imaginations 
roam just a bit, I might also have spliced in sentences from Anna Karen ina and A Christmas Carol-
producing thereby something we may not even know how to name. To think of a book this way 
would be to ignore the presence of an authorial hand. It would treat a book as if it were just the sum 
of a number of words, sentences, or paragraphs. We might try to think of human beings (or the 
other animals) in the same way, and, indeed, we are often invited to think of them as collections of 
genes (or as collections of organs possibly available for transplant), but we might also wonder 
whether doing so loses a sense of ourselves as integrated, organic wholes. 
Even if we think of the human being as an integrated organism, the nature of its unity remains 
puzzling in a second way. The seeming duality of person and body has played a significant role in 
bioethics. As the language of "personhood" gradually came to prominence in bioethical reflection, 
attention has often been directed to circumstances in which the duality of body and person seems 
pronounced. Suppose a child is born who, throughout his life, will be profoundly retarded. Or sup-
pose an elderly woman has now become severely demented. Suppose because of trauma a person 
lapses into a permanent vegetative state. How shall we describe such human beings? Is it best to say 
that they are no longer persons? Or is it more revealing to describe them as severely disabled per-
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sons? Similar questions arise with embryos and fetuses. Are they human organisms that have not yet 
attained personhood? Or are they the weakest and most vulnerable of human beings? 
Related questions arise when we think of conditions often, but controversially, regarded as 
disabilities. Perhaps those who are deaf and have learned to sign create and constitute a culture of 
their own, a 'manualist' as opposed to an 'oralist' culture. If so, one might argue that they are dis-
abled only in an oralist culture, even as those who hear would be disabled if placed in the midst of a 
manualist culture. So long as the deaf are able to function at a high level within that manualist cul-
ture, does it matter what way they function? Notice that the harder we press such views the less sig-
nificant becomes any normative human form. A head, or a brain, might be sufficient, if it could find 
ways to carry out at a high level the functions important to our life. 
Such puzzles are inherent in the human condition, and they are sufficiently puzzling that we 
may struggle to find the right language in which to discuss that aspect of the human being which 
cannot be reduced to body. Within the unity of the human being a duality remains, and I will here 
use the language of "spirit" to gesture toward it. As embodied spirits (or inspirited bodies) we stand 
at the juncture of nature and spirit, tempted by reductionisms of various sorts. We have no access to 
the spirit-the person-apart from the body, which is the locus of personal presence; yet, we are 
deeply ill at ease in the presence of a living human body from which all that is personal seems ab-
sent. It is fair to say, I think, that, in reflecting upon the duality of our nature, we have traditionally 
given a kind of primacy to the living human body. Thus, uneasy as we might be with the living body 
from which the person seems absent, we would be very reluctant indeed to bury that body while its 
heart still beat. 
In any case, the problems of bioethics force us to ask what a human being really is and, in 
doing so, to reflect upon the unity and integrity of the human person. We must think about the 
moral meaning of the living human body-whether it exists simply as an interchangeable collection 
of parts, whether it exists merely as a carrier for what really counts (the personal realm of mind or 
spirit), whether a living human being who lacks cognitive, personal qualities is no longer one of us 
or is simply the weakest and most needy one of us. 
finitude and freedom 
In one of his delightful essays, collected in The Medusa and the Snail, the late Lewis Thomas 
explores the deeply buried origins of our word "hybrid." It comes from the Latin hybrida, the name 
for the offspring of a wild boar and a domestic sow. But in its more distant origins the word, as 
Thomas puts it, "carries its own disapproval inside." Its more distant etymological ancestor is the 
Greek hubris, insolence against the gods. That is, buried somewhere in the development of our lan-
guage is a connection between two beings unnaturally joined together and human usurping of the 
prerogatives of the gods. Thomas summarizes his excursion into etymology as follows: "This is 
what the word has grown into, a warning, a code word, a shorthand signal from the language itself: 
if man starts doing things reserved for the gods, deifying himself, the outcome will be something 
worse for him, symbolically, than the litters of wild boars and domestic sows were for the Romans." 
That is only one side of the matter, however. For Thomas can also write in a provocative para-
graph: 
Is there something fundamentally unnatural, or intrinsically wrong ... in the ambition that drives 
us all to reach a comprehensive understanding of nature, including ourselves? I cannot believe it. 
It would seem to be a more unnatural thing ... for us to come on the same scene endowed as we 
are with curiosity ... and then for us to do nothing about it or, worse, to try to suppress the ques-
tions. This is the greater danger for our species, to try to pretend .. . that we do not need to satisfy 
our curiosity .... 
Using some old religious language, we might say that Thomas sees how, given the duality of our na-
ture, we may go wrong in either of two ways: pride or sloth. As prideful beings, we may strive to be 
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all freedom-acknowledging no limits to our creativity, supposing that our wisdom is sufficient to 
master the world. As slothful beings we may timidly fear freedom and ignore the lure of new possi-
bilities. Either is a denial of something essential to being human, a reduction of the full meaning of 
our humanity. Clearly, Thomas is inclined to fear more the dangers of sloth, but that may be only 
the mark in him of a passing modernity. 
In any case, the duality of body and person is clearly related to what we may call a duality of 
finitude and freedom. The human being is the place where freedom and finitude meet; hence, it will 
always contravene something significant in our humanity to act as if we were really only free per-
sonal spirit or only finite body. Yet, because of the two-sidedness of our nature, we can look at a 
human being from each of these angles. 
Drop me from the top of a fifty-story building and the law of gravity takes over, just as it does 
if we drop a stone. We are finite beings, located in space and time, subject to natural necessity. But 
we are also free, able sometimes to transcend the seeming limits of nature and history. As I fall from 
that fifty-story building, there are truths about my experience that cannot be captured by an expla-
nation in terms of mass and velocity. Something different happens in my fall than in the rock's fall, 
for this falling object is also a subject characterized by self-awareness. I can know myself as a falling 
object, which means that I can to some degree "distance" myself from that falling object. I cannot 
simply be equated with it. I am that falling object, yet I am also free from it. Likewise, I am the 
person constituted by the story of my life. I cannot simply be someone else with a different history. 
Yet I can also, at least to some degree, step into another's story, see the world as it looks to him-
and thus be free from the limits of my history. The crucial question, of course, is whether there is 
any limit to such free self-transcendence-whether we are, in fact, wise enough and good enough to 
be free self-creators or whether we must acknowledge destructive possibilities in a freedom that re-
fuses any limit. 
Understanding our nature in this way, we can appreciate how hard it may be to evaluate ad-
vances in medicine, claims about the importance (or even obligatoriness) of research, attempts to 
enhance our nature in various ways, or efforts to master death. If we simply oppose the forward 
thrust of scientific medicine, we fail to honor human freedom. The zealous desire to know, to probe 
the secrets of nature, to combat disease-all that is an expression of our freedom from the limits of 
the "given." Yet, of course, if we can never find reason to stop in this restless attempt at mastery, we 
may fail to honor the finite limits of our wisdom and virtue. In fact, it may trivialize freedom to 
think of it as limitless. 
There is no cookbook that gives the recipe for knowing how best to honor-simultaneously-
both our freedom and our finitude. That there ought to be limits to our freedom does not mean that 
we can easily state them in advance. But a truly human bioethics will recognize not only the creative 
but also the destructive possibilities in the exercise of our freedom. 
the relation between the generations 
Because we are not only free but are also embodied spirits, the biological bond that connects 
the generations has moral meaning for us. We occupy a fixed place in the generations of humankind. 
Both Jews and Christians inculcate a command that calls upon us to honor our father and mother. 
It is a puzzling duty: to show gratitude for a bond in which we find ourselves without ever having 
freely chosen it. Yet, of course, insofar as the child is a "gift," we might say that father and mother 
have also not chosen this bond. They too simply find themselves in it. A truly limitless freedom to 
make and remake ourselves, to pursue our projects in the world, would divorce us from the lines of 
kinship and descent that locate and identify us. Would that be the fulfillment of our nature? Or 
alienation from it? 
It is, I think, fair to say that several different aspects of medical advance-in reproductive 
technologies, in psychopharmacology, in genetic screening, and one day perhaps in techniques for 
genetic enhancement or cloning-have made it more difficult for both parents and children simply 
to honor and affirm the bond between the generations and accept as a gift the lines of kinship that 
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locate and identify them. 
We are given a captivating image of the child as gift in Galway Kinnell's poem, ''After Making 
Love We Hear Footsteps." 
For I can snore like a bullhorn 
Or play loud music 
or sit up talking with any reasonably sober Irishman 
and Fergus will only sink deeper 
into his dreamless sleep, which goes by all in one flash, 
but let there be that heavy breathing 
or a stifled come-cry anywhere in the house 
and he will wrench himself awake 
and make for it on the run-as now, we lie together, 
after making love, quiet, touching along the length of our bodies, 
familiar touch of the long-married, 
and he appears-in his baseball pajamas, it happens, 
the neck opening so small 
he has to screw them on, which one day may make him wonder 
about the mental capacity of baseball players-
and flops down between us and hugs us and snuggles himself to sleep, 
his face gleaming with satisfaction at being this very child. 
In the half darkness we look at each other 
and smile 
and touch arms across his little, startlingly muscled body-
this one whom habit of memory propels to the ground of his making, 
sleeper only the mortal sounds can sing awake, 
this blessing love gives again into our arms. 
(from Mortal Acts, Mortal Words by Galway Kinnell, published by Houghton Mifflin Company, 1980) 
This image, of the child as a gift that is the fruition not of an act of rational will but an act of love, 
can be contrasted with an image of the child as the parents' project or product. For the latter way of 
thinking, having a child becomes a project we undertake to satisfy our purposes and make our life 
complete. And, of course, our desire may be not simply for a child but for a child of a certain sex, 
with certain characteristics or capacities. Human cloning, were it possible, would from one angle 
bring to completion this image of the next generation as a product of rational will, undertaken to 
fulfill our desires. From another angle, of course, cloning might be thought to break entirely the 
bond between the generations, since in the instance of cloning we do not even know how to name 
the relation between progenitor and offspring. 
Pondering how best to think about the relation between the generations, we are driven once 
again to questions about when we should use our freedom to seek mastery or control and when, by 
contrast, we should accept certain limits inherent in human bodily life. The twentieth century began 
with considerable confidence in the possibility for eugenic control of the relation between the gen-
erations. That confidence suffered eclipse in the face of revelations of Nazi eugenic experiments, 
but it has reemerged in quite different ways. Today, any state-sponsored eugenic ideology would 
surely face considerable opposition, but instead we have (to use the barbarous locution now 
common) "privatized" eugenic decisions. 
Here again, there is no simple recipe for making decisions. Parents must indeed exercise reason 
and will to shape their children's lives. They do not and should not simply accept as given whatever 
disabilities, sufferings, or (even just) disappointments come their children's way. Still, as every child 
realizes at some point, the conscientious parent's effort to nurture and enhance can be crushing. It 
can make it difficult to accept the child who has been given, impossible to say simply "it's good that 
you exist." 
The implications for the bond between the generations become still more far-reaching when 
we consider that research may make possible alteration of the human germline. More than fifty 
years ago, without any precise knowledge of such intervention, C.S. Lewis contemplated such eu-
genic efforts, and he noted the salient point that relates to my theme here: "What we call Man's 
power over Nature turns out to be a power exercised by some men over other men with Nature as 
its instrument." Alterations in the human germline would be an awesome exercise of human 
freedom, and, if used in the struggle against disease, might promise (over time) a cure not only for 
individual sufferers but also for the human species. Yet, of course, the exercise of freedom is also an 
exercise of power, and just as-synchronically-parents need to allow the mystery of humanity to 
unfold in the lives of their children, so also-diachronically-one generation needs to allow others 
their freedom. How we sort out these competing goods will reveal much about how we understand 
the character of human life. 
suffering and vulnerability 
Part of the sadness of human life is that we sometimes cannot and other times ought not do for 
others what they fervently desire. With respect to the relief of suffering, the great quest of modern 
research medicine, this is also true. Some relief we are unable to provide, a fact that only gives 
greater impetus to our efforts to discover causes and cures. It is precisely the fact of our inability to 
help in the face of great suffering that fuels the research "imperative" of which we are all beneficia-
ries. Nevertheless, it is important to ask how overriding this "imperative" is-whether there are 
means to the possible relief of suffering which we ought not take up, and whether it would be good 
if we were not vulnerable to suffering. 
So great is our modern concern to overcome suffering, we may almost forget that there are 
perspectives from which this goal is deliberately made secondary. For anyone drawn to Stoic philos-
ophy, for example, bodily suffering could not finally be of great significance. It can harm us only if 
we are deceived into supposing that anything other than one's own inner self-mastery really counts. 
Thus, Seneca tells the story of Stilbo, whose country was captured, whose children and wife were 
lost, and who "as he emerged from the general desolation alone and yet happy, spoke as follows to 
Demetrius, called Sacker of Cities because of the destruction he brought upon them, in answer to 
the question whether he had lost anything: 'I have all my goods with me!"' And Seneca's comment 
demonstrates the power of Stoicism. 
There is a brave and stout-hearted man for you! The enemy conquered, but Stilbo conquered his 
conqueror. "I have lost nothing!" Aye, he forced Demetrius to wonder whether he himself had 
conquered after all. "My goods are all with me!" In other words, he deemed nothing that might be 
taken from him to be a good. 
While it may be hard sometimes not to be repelled by the harshness of such Stoic vision, it is equally 
hard not to recognize the nobility of an outlook that makes how we live more important than how 
long. And if it seems to denigrate too much the goods of everyday life, we can detect a similar no-
bility in another ancient worldview that does not think these ordinary goods of no account. 
Discussing some sermons of St. Augustine, first preached in the year 397 but newly discovered 
in 1990, Peter Brown notes that Augustine was often required to preach at festivals of the martyrs. 
At Augustine's time the cult of the martyrs continued to be of profound importance to average 
Christians, for persecution was still a recent memory. The martyrs were the great heroes, the "mus-
cular athletes" and "triumphant stars" of the faith. But, Brown suggests, one can see Augustine quite 
deliberately making the feasts of the martyrs "less dramatic, so as to stress the daily drama of God's 
workings in the heart of the average Christian." For that average believer did not doubt that God's 
grace had been spectacularly displayed in the courage of the martyrs. What he was likely to doubt, 
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however, was whether such heroism could possibly be displayed in his own less dramatic and more 
humdrum day-to-day existence. So Augustine points "away from the current popular ideology of 
the triumph of the martyrs to the smaller pains and triumphs of daily life." 
An example of how he does this is instructive. "God has many martyrs in secret," Augustine 
tells his hearers. "Some times you shiver with fever: you are fighting. You are in bed: it is you who 
are the athlete." Brown comments: 
Exquisite pain accompanied much late-Roman medical treatment. Furthermore, everyone, Augus-
tine included, believed that amulets provided by skilled magicians ... did indeed protect the suf-
ferer-but at the cost of relying on supernatural powers other than Christ alone. They worked. 
To neglect them was like neglecting any other form of medicine. But the Christian must not use 
them. Thus, for Augustine to liken a Christian sickbed to a scene of martyrdom was not a strained 
comparison. 
Here again-though in a way of life that will be, in some respects, quite different from Stoicism-
one sees an outlook for which relief of suffering, however desired and desirable, is not the over-
riding imperative of life. 
The Stoics remind us that an authentically human life may prize goodness more than happi-
ness and, indeed, that true virtue may be achieved precisely when we seem most vulnerable to suf-
fering. The ancient Christians remind us that one might value competing goods (such as faithfulness 
to God) more highly than relief of suffering. 
In the modern world we may admire such views, but we tend to keep our distance from them. 
The quest for health (or is it Health?), the attempt to master nature in service of human need and to 
refuse to accept the body's vulnerability to suffering, has characterized the modern period. If such a 
world offers less occasion for the display of nobility, it does not despise the sufferings of countless 
ordinary people-and that is no small gain. The research that makes such gains possible is greatly to 
be desired, but is it also imperative? Many questions of bioethics, especially of research, invite us to 
try to determine the difference between the desirable and the imperative. 
One of the now classic essays in bioethics, first published in 1969, was Hans Jonas's "Philo-
sophical Reflections on Experimenting With Human Subjects." It articulated at the very outset of 
the development of bioethics a difference between the desirable and the imperative. Jonas noted 
that sometimes it is imperative that a society avoid disaster; hence, we conscript soldiers to fight. 
The fact that we do not (ordinarily) conscript experimental subjects indicates that however much 
we value the improvements to life made possible by medical research, we do not think of ourselves 
as having an obligation to make such improvements. Research brings betterment of our life; it does 
not save our society. It serves health-not Health. 
Because this is true, we seek volunteers, not conscripts, in the cause of medical progress. And 
because this is true, far from using those who might be most readily available as handy research sub-
jects, we should be most reluctant to use them. Indeed, Jonas defended "the inflexible principle that 
utter helplessness demands utter protection." That is, the vulnerability that ought to concern us 
most is not our own vulnerability to illness and suffering but, rather, the vulnerability of those 
whose very helplessness might make them seem all too readily available to us in our never-ending 
struggle to make progress. If "utter helplessness demands utter protection," we will have to ask our-
selves whether it is right to build our medical progress upon the sacrificed lives of those-such as 
spare embryos-who seem expendable because doomed to die anyway. 
Finally, we must also ask ourselves whether there might be research that is neither imperative 
nor desirable. If goodness is to be prized more than happiness, the endless quest to remake and en-
hance human life, to overcome vulnerability, may destroy other, equally important goods of an au-
thentically human life. We recognize this truth, for example, in our role as parents. Conscientious 
parents want with all their heart to give their children what they need, to make them happy. They 
also know, however, that some goods cannot be given but must be developed and achieved in the 
child's own life. We cannot simply give our children the happiness that comes from finding a voca-
tion, a spouse, or inner strength. Trying to give such goods would, in effect, subvert and undermine 
them. So too we have to ask whether there might be research aims which, however well-inten-
tioned, would seek to bestow traits of character and skill that have no value apart from the process 
whereby they are developed and achieved. We are, that is, forced to ask hard questions about pro-
jects aimed at "enhancing" human nature. 
Where do such ambivalent reflections lead? Bioethics directs our attention to Bios-to human 
bodily life in all its vulnerability and with all the goods (biological, rational, cultural, spiritual) that 
characterize it. For that life we seek health, and in that life we seek to avoid suffering. These are 
great goods of bodily life, but they sometimes compete with other, equally human goods. Relief of 
suffering is surely of great importance; yet it remains only one desideratum of a truly human life. At 
a few times and places it may seem imperative; at many times and places it is desirable; in some 
times and places, because we judge other, competing goods to be even more fundamental to human 
life, it may be neither imperative nor desirable. 
Many of the threads of this discussion come together in one of the most famous passages in 
Dante's Divine Comedy. In Canto XXVI of the Inferno, with Vergil still his guide, Dante encoun-
ters the "false counselors," those who had used their gift of great intellect in ways that ultimately 
led others astray. Here it is that Dante meets Ulysses (Odysseus) and hears his story. In a passage that 
Dorothy Sayers called "perhaps the most beautiful thing in the whole Inferno," a passage that is ev-
idently Dante's own invention and is certainly found neither in Homer nor in Vergil, Dante de-
scribes the last voyage of Ulysses. 
Ulysses has made it safely home from years of wandering after the Trojan Wars. He has re-
turned to his home-and to Ithaca, which he is to rule. But, in this invention of Dante's, he does not 
remain there. 
No tenderness for my son, nor piety 
To my old father, nor the wedded love 
That should have comforted Penelope 
Could conquer in me the restless itch to rove 
And rummage through the world exploring it, 
All human worth and wickedness to prove. 
And so, Ulysses gathers together a crew to set sail once more. They reach the very boundary of the 
inhabited world as they know it, and Ulysses urges his shipmates on that they may have 
the new experience 
Of the uninhabited world behind the sun. 
Think of your breed; for brutish ignorance 
Your mettle was not made; you were made men, 
To follow after knowledge and excellence. 
They forge ahead, only to sail into a storm that whirls the ship around three times, then lifts the 
poop high and plunges the prow down into the water. 
And over our heads the hollow seas closed up. 
When we remember that Ulyses is in hell, that as a false counselor he has used his great intel-
lect to lead others astray, the point of the passage might seem clear. As a warning to Dante's readers 
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it depicts, in the words of John Sinclair, "an eternal and insatiable human hunger and quest after 
knowledge of the world." The restless desire to know without limit, the will to sail uncharted wa-
ters, disastrously overcomes even the deepest loyalties of our finite life: to home, to father, to wife, 
to son. The passage is, I said, a warning; yet, Sinclair immediately adds: "and as we read it we forget 
the sin in contemplation of the sinner's greatness." 
It is evidently one of the puzzles Dante scholars face: that Ulysses' proud and dignified de-
scription of his last voyage, a tale told quite literally by one who is damned, should have been made 
so enticing and compelling an account of the human need "to follow after knowledge and excel-
lence." But that, perhaps, is the truth we have to ponder. Our finitude and freedom are not easily 
reconciled. The goods of life compete with each other, and if we do evil it may be done with great 
dignity and appeal-done even in the service of some good. The wisdom bioethics seeks is the 
wisdom to discern right order among such competing goods. f 
EVENING PRAYER 
I need another me, Lord, for scenes like this, 
where the sins of my youth-that one, that one, 
that one-reappear like night and repulse. 
I need another me, Lord, so I can lounge 
in my trailer, read the week's entertainment 
weeklies and sip the filtered snowmelt 
of some Alp I'll slalom later this year, I need 
another me, Lord, who'll take the punches, 
who doesn't mind a good three-story fall, 
who accepts the scripted need for pain, 
for crashings into shelves of hard liquor. 
I need another me because I don't want 
to bruise when the plot calls for souls to get 
shattered, smithereened like barstools across 
some black-hatted, bad-breathed actor's head. 
Bill Stadick 
Gary Fincke directs 
The Writers' Institute 
at Susquehanna Uni-
versity. His most re-
cent book of poems, 
Blood Ties: Working-
Class Poems, was pub-
lished by Time Being 
Books. 
Hole in the Head 
Gary Fincke 
0 n the fwnt page of USA Today, the national newspaper, is a picture of a small gocoup of tec-
rified subway passengers in New York City. They are scrambling after an explosion rocked one of 
the subway cars, filling it with smoke. "The Effects of Fear," the headline reads. The back of her 
head to the camera, my daughter is in the center of the photograph. "I was right behind this woman," 
Shannon says, when I show her the picture after we are seated in a restaurant the evening the pic-
ture appears. "I'm wearing my black sweater and my hair was down that day. Like this? See?" She 
turns, and I examine her hair, comparing it to the hair in the photograph as if I can match the DNA 
in each strand. 'WI I was thinking about was getting out of that crowd," she says, and I think of her 
keeping herself looking forward while the people around her glance back as if they expect a larger 
explosion, poison gas, lethal spores, or the terrorists themselves looming out of the tunnel at the 
end of the Manhattan Bridge. 
It's October, six weeks after the hijacked planes slammed into the World Trade Center towers. 
My daughter, despite her anxiety, has been riding the subway to the school where she teaches less 
than a mile from Ground Zero. Now, ignoring her menu, she stares at the picture. "At first I thought 
something might put a hole in the back of my head," she says. "A piece of metal or something. It was 
all I could do to keep from crouching and covering my head. And then I just concentrated on not 
getting knocked down to the ground and trampled." 
A hole in the head-the phrase my mother used nearly every day comes hurtling back from 
nearly half a century ago. "You need that like you need a hole in your head," she repeated ten thou-
sand times. She meant anything I wanted that cost too much, or, if it came cheaply or for free, took 
up space. Soda cost money; water was free. Comic books were trash waiting to pile up. A record 
player was expensive, and then think about all those records, what they cost, how to keep them. A 
baseball glove, a basketball-! could borrow one from a friend. 
My daughter tucks her hair back. "Go ahead and keep it," I tell her, and she slides the photo-
graph into her purse. She slips her hands through her hair again, dissatisfied with its arrangement, 
tugging it forward and then pulling it back again. 
"You don't know what it's like now," she says. "You hear a noise, you jump. You feel something, 
you flinch. I feel like that bread dough lady you told me about." She smiles and pulls the picture 
back out and sets it between us. The waiter arrives, and Shannon, distracted, says ''A glass of Chablis" 
without specifying further. "Remember?" she says to me, and I nod. 
I told this story to Shannon a year ago, explaining how a woman, sitting in her overheated car 
in a supermarket parking lot, heard an explosion, felt something hit her skull, and then, reaching 
back, discovered a warm softness she believed was her exposed brain. She was so certain she'd been 
shot, that she had to hold her brain to keep it from seeping out of the hole in her head. She pressed 
both hands to the back of her head, screaming until passersby, uncertain, but alarmed, dialed 911 
and summoned paramedics. 
Those men saw that she was holding canned bread dough against her skull, that a container of it 
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had exploded in her hot car and splatted against the back of her head, flattening into a clot of hys-
teria. 
Carried off in the cars of nearby shoppers, that woman's story was passed around dinner tables 
like salt. Laughing, I had told Shannon that pie-filling would be more apt for brains, the sweet ooze 
of crushed berries and corn starch swelling up through the fingers, no matter how heavily that 
woman would have pressed. ''At least then all that stuff seeping away might have made her wonder 
why she was still thinking," I'd said. "She would have started trying to figure out what part of her 
was sliding down her hands and over her wrists." 
"Short-term memory," Shannon had said, although, sitting with her now, I think there's no 
denying how lucky the woman who thought bread dough was her brains must have felt. She would 
have skipped past embarrassment to the great relief of recovery. All she had to deal with was the 
silly name she'd given herself with public panic. What did it matter that her story would spread like 
a case bound over for court, that she had bungled the exam of common sense, holding her head as if 
she wasn't already as good as dead? 
I tried, once, to put a hole in my second-grade friend's head with a buckeye on the end of a 
knotted shoestring. "I'll break your head," I shouted, swinging as hard as I could because he 
wouldn't give back my rainbow rubber ball. In a moment that ball rolled free as he moaned and 
sagged, clutching his head just above the ear. 
Afterward, my mother lectured me, but she didn't need to. I was frightened. I'd run into the 
house we shared with another family, run up the stairs and into the bedroom I shared with my sister. 
A few weeks earlier I'd watched a movie that showed the battle between David and Goliath. I knew 
what small objects could do to the skull if flung with enough force. My friend had dropped to his 
knees and held his head. Not as dramatic as Goliath toppling like a redwood, but close enough for a 
second grader in Etna, Pennsylvania. 
"Why would you want to kill your friend?" my mother said, and I vowed never to feel that way 
again, keeping that promise for a few weeks until another rage made me use my fists, one improve-
ment, at least, in my behavior. 
What accounts for anger so terrible that otherwise ordinary people believe they want to kill 
somebody? My daughter and I don't speak about the World Trade Center, but this evening, over 
dinner, we are less surprised a woman can believe rage has found her in a supermarket parking lot. 
That she has been shot by a stranger. 
Aunt Margaret, my mother's sister, slipped me gifts of Coca-Cola, comic books, and toys, 
explained how they hissed the hot air out of the balloon of seriousness. My mother, if she disap-
proved, said nothing unless the things I needed like a hole in the head ended up under her feet. 
There was a boy, once, whose parents had drilled bore holes in their heads before he was born. 
The father had attempted to bore the hole himself with an ancient, hand-held drill and bit. He'd 
fainted. No surprise, but he tried it again, managed to chip out a sliver of bone, enough that doctors 
told him a hole in his head like that would kill him if he made it larger or deeper. He disregarded 
their advice, opened his skull at a different place and believed he found a kind of tranquility as soon 
as his brain was exposed to light and air. 
The boy's mother filmed her drilling. It's been seen by thousands of people who watch her cut 
her hair, examine herself, then bring the bit to her skull. She leans toward the lens; she reaches the 
moment of spurting blood, her brain exposed, and smiles, but there haven't been many converts to 
the therapeutic benefits of a hole in the head. 
It's not hard to understand. I look again at my daughter's head in the picture and then at her. 
Turned away from the camera, in the foreground, she seems to be "the next victim" Of course 
there's the photographer who's closer to the imagined danger, but I've watched enough "killer 
point-of-view" movies to think of the camera as stalker. 
I think of that boy, old enough to do without a babysitter, left alone for an evening. He could 
watch his mother's film like pornography. And watching, could he keep his hands from moving to 
his head? From moving slowly along his scalp and pinpointing the spot where her drill entered? 
Whenever his parents came home they could check how that film lay in its drawer, and seeing it 
shifted, they could shiver within themselves, recalling those last moments between sealed and 
unsealed. 
Our minds, my mother said, contain the angels we can be. Aunt Margaret said there were spirits 
inside us that needed to be freed, that they needed more air, and she pressed her thumbs, once, to 
my temples until I heard my heart push blood to my brain where the first language for desire issued 
from a liquid choir. 
When I was twelve, I watched a boy lift a rock and pitch it at the back of the head of another 
boy, opening a gash in his scalp. Moments before, he'd been prone, his face in the dirt, saying "I 
give" ten times to satisfy the boy who had just thrashed him. 
"Unhhh," that boy moaned, dropping to his knees as the rock thrower ran, beginning, I was 
sure, a half-mile near-sprint to his house. 
The boy on his knees clutched the back of his head with one hand while he held himself steady 
with the other. He had a hole in his head-that's what I thought, looking through his spread fingers 
at the bloody patch of scalp. "I can walk," he said, but he couldn't, sitting down on a lawn ten steps 
from where the fight had taken place. A woman none of us knew stepped outside, disappeared, then 
reappeared with a cloth she pressed to his head. 
"My God," she said, "you're lucky you aren't dead," and I agreed, though I didn't say a word 
about who had struck him with the rock, doing my part to keep his identity secret. 
When she was three, sitting on a stool at the kitchen counter, Shannon began to rock. The stool 
tilted back, then teetered forward, then back, and toward the counter again, a sensation Shannon 
squealed at with delight. Sitting in the living room, I managed one "stop" and one "no" before, as I 
pushed myself up and toward her, the stool toppled backwards and she was flung toward the raised 
stone fireplace that projected out like an old-fashioned hearth where the kitchen, dining room, and 
living room met. 
I lunged, too late, and then I saw that she'd miraculously missed splitting the back of her head 
open by less than an inch. Stunned, she stared up at me, her skull intact. That stool and another like 
it went into a closet. When dinner was served, she sat on two telephone books stacked on a chair 
whose center of gravity kept her safe. 
For weeks that spot a finger's width from the right angle of stone forced my eyes down as I 
passed. Ten years later a student of mine fell on a flight of stone stairs, her head snapping back to 
the edge of a step with enough force to kill her. My daughter orders a second glass of wine with her 
meal; we eat with the photograph between us. 
Who in that crowd of commuters carried a camera? And who would think, caught in what 
seemed to be an escape from terrorists, to begin to snap pictures with it, exposing his own head to 
the possibilities of shrapnel? 
The panic that day had been fermented by the phrase "for police activity," how the voice on the 
subway speakers described the reason for their stopping on the Manhattan Bridge. For an hour or 
more the passengers fretted. Shannon was seated in the next to last car, and when the subway 
lurched forward toward the tunnel entrance to Manhattan, the explosion in the last car seemed ter-
ribly close. 
For eight days my daughter refused the subway. She carpooled; she sacrificed and took a cab. 
And then, resigned to necessity, Shannon boarded again. 
I think of "police activity" and how that phrase would sound if you were inside a subway car on 
a bridge, the doors locked, the train not moving. She sees me eyeing the pieces of meat she has left 
on her plate. She lifts one with her fork and examines it as if she intends to show me what is ined-
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ible. "It's a filet," I say. "There's no fat." 
She shrugs and offers the fork. She's ordered from the part of the menu my mother forbade-
lobster tail, filet mignon, veal stuffed with crabmeat-the list of expensive meals we need like a hole 
in the head. I run the piece through the rich sauce that has begun to congeal on her plate, bring it to 
my mouth, and begin to chew. 
She turns toward the waiter, choosing this moment to signal for the check so she won't have to 
watch me. Her hair tosses slightly against the back of her head. I rub a second piece through the 
sauce and savor it. And then a third, smearing her plate. 
Trepanning, archaeologists have discovered, is the world's oldest surgery. Performed as far back 
as the Stone Age, the operation, essentially, means drilling a hole through the skull in the belief it 
will relieve some sort of malignant pressure or give access to shards of bone or tapeworms that need 
to be removed after battle or invasion. It must have worked for more than a few people because 
hundreds of skulls have been discovered with circular, measured holes. And those who know how 
to read such things, examining the bone for signs of healing, have concluded that many of the skulls 
sat atop the bodies of people who outlived their surgeries by years. 
Most likely, the news of success would entice more people to sit still for the drill. But what pain 
would drive someone to submitting? Imagine volunteering for that primitive drill. As soon as I try, I 
want to scream, "You need that operation like a hole in the head," marveling with my mother that 
anyone would give themselves up to such risk. And yet, in one extraordinary circumstance, an 
ancient Peruvian man underwent and survived seven trepanations, every one of the seven holes in 
his skull showing signs of healing. 
Despite my mother's warnings, I succumbed to every one of those items I needed like a hole in 
the head. I acquired stacks of comic books, swallowed gallons of soda and later, equal amounts of 
beer. I bought a stereo and then a larger one and finally one large enough to be called "a marriage 
killer" by the salesman who wrote up the invoice. 
And through it all, I managed to keep my skull and my children's skulls intact. They, in time, 
have purchased thousands of dollars of frivolous things. Along the way Shannon moved to New 
York, the dangers and expenses of which she needed like a hole in the head. She lived and worked in 
lower Manhattan, and then she moved to Brooklyn and commuted to lower Manhattan. Thus the 
subway ride. And thus, as well, her being in a building where she cared for children who were eye-
witnesses, from the windows of her school, of the World Trade Center cataclysm. 
The films of those events are already as indelible as the one of the Kennedy assassination, the 
President, while I still lived in my mother's house, receiving a hole in his head for reasons other 
than my frivolous love of trivial pleasures. My daughter will be forever like one of those people 
who stood along the Dallas parade route watching the limousine speed by and trying to make sense 
of things. 
And then like those people returning to work regardless of who was President, my daughter 
boarded a subway that took her back to work for weeks before one day it stalled, then lurched for-
ward, then produced an explosion that spread panic enough to make this photograph a part of the 
national news. 
We walk outside the restaurant, the wind's velocity serving notice that the promised cold front 
is nearly here. Shannon's hair sweeps sideways and then up as she bends to the car door, and I turn 
my head as if the base of her skull were her bared breasts. "It's a blue moon," I say, nodding toward 
where the clouds have peeled apart, and she says "What?" without looking. 
I have a chance to explain about the second full moon of the month. About how likely it is. I ask 
her which version of the song she likes best. When she shakes her head, I say "Elvis, The Marcels, 
Carmen McRae," reciting the singers all three of my stereos have taught me. f 
melancholy analysis, gritty hope 
Fredrick Barton 
I was eleven years old that Septembe< F,iday aftetnoon as I walked home from school oanying 
my textbooks, each wrapped in grocery-bag brown paper and laboriously stenciled with its generic 
title: Geography, History, Arithmetic. The temperature was in the mid nineties, and the humidity 
made breathing feel like I was sucking air through a warm wet blanket. The sky was low and gray, 
the thunderheads rolling in from the south off the Gulf. Only to the north, out over Lake Pontchar-
train, could I see a ribbon of robin-egg blue streaked with flowing wisps of white lace. I was walking 
the five blocks home at a brisk pace, hoping to beat the rain and get in a few World Series innings of 
Dodgers versus Yanks that was contested daily in my back yard by the neighborhood gang. And I 
was whistling. The weekend was here, and even if the rain drove us inside today, we'd be back at 
our game first thing in the morning. I had just reached my friend Bobby's house, and thought I 
might knock on his door to hurry him along. 
I didn't hear them coming and wouldn't have thought to react if I had. But suddenly I was 
clobbered with a fist in the back of my head, just as two black boys, if anything a little younger than 
I was, sped past me on their bikes. I was staggered by the blow, as much from surprise as anything, 
and I stumbled forward, scattering my books into a skitter along the rough concrete sidewalk. The 
black boys, in blue jeans but shirtless, screeched their bikes to a halt in front of me and flung them 
on their sides into Bobby's front yard. "Nigger," one said, advancing toward me, his fists balled in 
front of his face. "Yeah, nigger," the other said. The two boys had close-cropped hair and dark, 
shiny skin, slick with perspiration from riding hard. They looked so much alike they were perhaps 
brothers, twins even, for they were the same size, neither as big as me. As they approached, one of 
them stepped up into Bobby's yard and the other into the street, instinctively cutting off my escape 
routes, I guess. "I'm going to hit you, nigger," the boy in the yard said, and he spit into the grass to 
emphasize his intention. The other boy spit too and said again, "Yeah nigger." 
I would have fought to defend myself, but I was still too astonished to raise my hands when 
Bobby came screaming out of his house wielding a baseball bat, a plastic whiffle-ball bat actually, 
which would have made more noise than it would have inflicted damage had it been smacked into 
human flesh. But it never came to that. The odds changed, the black boys scrambled back to their 
bikes and pedaled off as quickly as they had arrived. "Hit you, nigger," one of the boys yelled as he 
sped away. Or perhaps he said, "Hate you, nigger." Either way, he didn't know that my father was a 
civil rights advocate and a devoted admirer of Martin Luther King, and little I could have done 
would have gotten me in more trouble than calling my attackers what they called me. "Stupid nig-
gers," Bobby, whose family had not banned that word, declared as we watched them shrink out of 
sight. "Why are they calling you nigger? They're the stupid niggers, not you." 
And so ended my first personal encounter with race hatred. The greatest damage was inflicted 
on my textbook covers, two of which had ripped and had to be replaced. My head wasn't even sore. 
For reasons I can't entirely explain, I never told my father about this incident. I know I didn't want 
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him to think I had somehow instigated it. And yet, even then, I knew that in a way I had instigated it 
by never having complained when others used that word in my presence, had instigated it by being 
white in a world where 100 years after Abraham Lincoln was elected President, black people 
couldn't buy a hamburger at a dime-store lunch counter. 
I grew up in the last years of the Jim Crow South. I hadn't started to school when the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled in Brown v. the Board that racial segregation of public schools was inherently 
unequal and therefore unconstitutional. Nonetheless, I attended whites-only public schools from 
first through twelfth grade. The schools in my native New Orleans were officially integrated when I 
was in the seventh grade, but few historic white public high schools had meaningful numbers of 
black students until I was in graduate school. 
A reeling panic of white flight kept New Orleans from really experiencing public school inte-
gration for longer than an eyeblink. Full integration didn't arrive until 1972, and by 1976 the Or-
leans Parish Public School System student body was over 95% black. The city itself, meanwhile, has 
undergone a comparable racial transformation. New Orleans was 68% white in 1950 and still63% 
white in 1960. But accelerating white flight reduced the white population to 55% in 1970 and all 
the way to 41% in 1980. The 2000 census puts the white population of our city at just over 27%. 
The all-white neighborhood where I was accosted by two black boys when I was eleven is now an 
all-black neighborhood. The historically all-white neighborhood of professionals I live in now is 
one of the few in the city where whites remain in the majority. But there are two black families in 
our block, and I am certain that the longer we remain, the more black families will replace the white 
residents who are here now. Just across the city lines, the suburban areas where whites first fled in 
the 1960s have rising black populations as well. You can run, but you cannot hide. 
Such is the changing face of our city. Such is the changing face of our nation. And I naturally 
think of these changes as I watch writer/director John Sayles' current Sunshine State and think back 
to his other two films, Lone Star (1996) and City of Hope (1991), which focus on the evolving racial 
and ethnic complexions of the American landscape. Sayles' message in all these films is that white, 
black, and brown alike, we all better figure out how to get along. Sayles' three films at issue deal 
with three different American communities with different kinds of problems in different parts of 
the country. The constant is the role that color of skin plays in each. 
hugging the shore 
Sunshine State tells the story of two adjacent Florida beach communities undergoing the 
wrenching transition from an economy of mom-and-pop motels and other small businesses to a cor-
porate economy of high-rise condos, sequestered luxury resorts and high-income retirement devel-
opments. Delrona Beach is peopled mostly by whites while the citizens in Lincoln Beach are black. 
Lincoln Beach was developed in segregation days by a group of black professionals and businessmen 
as a resort for African-Americans who would otherwise have been excluded from the seashore. In 
the post-civil-rights era, however, Lincoln Beach has lost its purpose. And vacationers of whatever 
color skip Delrona Beach for posher places elsewhere on the Atlantic coast. Both towns are now in 
the gunsights of developers who want to buy the whole area for a new luxury resort that will in-
clude sundry and varied residential facilities outfitted with golf courses and other recreational fea-
tures. 
The human players in this drama are mostly grouped around two women, both about forty. 
Desiree (Angela Basset) is a modestly successful black actress who grew up in Lincoln Beach but 
now lives in Boston with her physician husband Reggie Games McDaniel). Desiree was sent out of 
town to reside with an aunt when she became pregnant by a Florida State football star at age fifteen. 
She has returned since only once, for her father's funeral, but she arrives now with quavering hopes 
for reconciliation with her stern mother Eunice (Mary Alice), who is raising Desiree's cousin Terrell 
(Alexander Lewis), a troubled teen who has been arrested for arson on more than one occasion. 
Just up the road in Delrona Beach, Marly (Edie Falco in a magnificent performance) runs her 
family's motel. In her youth Marly performed in a water show and married a rock musician. Long 
divorced and significantly beaten down by life, she continues on a path she never chose, loyally fol-
lowing in her father's footsteps, too weary to nurture a personal dream. Marly's father, Furman 
(Ralph Waite), sneers at the developers who want to buy his land and business, but secretly Marly 
would like to sell and pursue a life of her own. In the meantime maybe a casual flirtation with land-
scape architect Jack (Timothy Hutton) will blossom into a true romance. 
The two families in this tale barely interact, and in that way Sunshine State is not a formulaic 
study of racial discrimination and racial privilege. Desiree and her family members have certainly 
known racial discrimination, but Sayles is far more interested in how the problems in their lives are 
those of their own making. Determined to defy vicious stereotypes and to conduct themselves with 
dignity, Eunice and her departed husband have embraced formal respectability as a virtue greater 
than parental love. This has had tragic consequences, but like most sins in Sayles' universe, it is nei-
ther beyond understanding nor unforgivable. 
Furman carries around attitudes of his segregationist past, but he's not an unreconstructed 
racist, and even in his advanced years he's capable of reflection, reevaluation, and growth. Some-
where he has no doubt crossed paths (and likely verbal swords) with Dr. Lloyd (Bill Cobbs), Lincoln 
Beach's resident political activist. Lloyd has a great speech about how the end of segregation brought 
cherished freedoms at the cost of a kind of racial unity Lloyd misses, about how open economic op-
portunity has deprived black-owned businesses of a captive clientele. But central among Sayles' 
points is how much these two aging men have in common. For Furman counters with a compelling 
speech of his own about how contemporary progress is destroying the livelihood of small busi-
nessmen, black and white alike. 
As in all his films, Sayles searches for the commonality in the human experience. Here we 
view with only mottled condemnation the careening endeavors of Flash Phillips (Tom Wright), the 
old football star who impregnated Desiree, now just a salesman and front man for the developers. 
And though Marly's boyfriend Jack is a high-ranking developer employee, Sayles paints him almost 
solely in a sympathetic light. In underscoring that Jack builds beautiful communities respectful of 
the local environment, Sayles distances himself from the inflexible strain of environmentalism that 
opposes any and all development. 
Here, as in the other of his films under discussion, Sayles works on a broad human, if geo-
graphically local, canvas. There are many characters, each sketched with few but telling strokes. 
Earl (Gordon Clapp) is a suicidal banker with a gambling problem who solicits a bribe for his zoning 
board vote. Francine (Mary Steenburgen) is Earl's civic promoter wife who stages festivals in hopes 
of reinvigorating the area's declining tourism. Francine seems the kind of person that could smile in 
the face of an alligator bite, but behind her upbeat veneer, she's a puddle of self-doubt. Marly's 
mother Delia Uane Alexander) runs the local amateur theater and works with troubled young 
people; she seems dizzy and absurdly high-minded, but she may just have the sharpest head for busi-
ness on the coast. In short, people are a lot more complicated than they appear. Nothing is simple 
or direct. Both things and their opposite are sometimes true. Marly needs to get away, but Desiree 
proves that getting away requires coming home again. 
As always, Sayles evinces palpable affection for his characters without romanticizing or conde-
scending to them. In their failings, and most are failures in one way or another, they are all the 
pawns of forces beyond their control. For most, life will prove more discouraging than fulfilling. 
Hence Sunshine State's two enduring pieces of advice: Recalling the mantra of her water-show 
days, Marly says, "Keep that smile on your face, even if you're drowning"; and Furman recom-
mends, ''Always swim parallel to the shore, for no matter how strong you are, the undertow will 
pull you down." Sunshine State evinces more melancholy than Sayles has shown before, but it still 
manages to deliver such instances of stubbornly brave advice. 
remember to forget 
Sayles waxes somewhat more optimistic in Lone Star, the story of the people of Frontera, 
Texas, a dusty burg on the Rio Grande. The plot proceeds from the discovery of a skeleton buried in 
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a shallow desert grave. After a short investigation, Sheriff Sam Deeds (Chris Cooper) comes to be-
lieve that the deceased is former Sheriff Charley Wade (Kris Kristofferson), a notorious bigot and 
bully who disappeared under mysterious circumstances forty years ago. Moreover, Sam begins to 
suspect that Wade's killer was Sam's own father, Buddy Deeds (Matthew McConaughey). Buddy 
was Wade's deputy but had a violent argument with Wade shortly before Wade disappeared. There-
after, Buddy succeeded Wade as sheriff and became through three decades in office perhaps the re-
gion's most popular political figure. In fact, a new courthouse has just been completed and named 
in Buddy's honor. 
Buddy is no hero to Sam, however. Sam has grown up to become a man of gloomy disposition, 
and with time we discover why. As a teenager Sam fell in love with a Mexican girl, Pilar Cruz (Eliz-
abeth Pea), but Buddy forced the young couple to break up. Like many, perhaps most, Anglos of his 
generation, Buddy frowned on whites making romantic connections with either Hispanics or blacks. 
As a result of his father's attitude, however, Sam has approached middle age still pining for his high 
school sweetheart. In short, Sam has private motives for wanting to see his father pulled from the 
pedestal on which many in the community have placed him. 
Still, other suspects for Charlie Wade's murder emerge in the course of Sam's investigation. 
Wade was such a vicious man, few who encountered him didn't develop motives for wanting to see 
him dead. He extorted money from all the area's businessmen. Thus, in addition to Buddy, Sam's 
suspects come to include Roderick Bledsoe (Randy Stripiling), the former owner of the local black 
nightclub, Otis Payne (Ron Canada), the nightclub's current owner, and Hollis Pogue (Clifton 
James), Frontera's mayor. 
Fascinating as it is, the murder-mystery element in Lone Star is just a pretext for Sayles to 
promote a series of themes and examine a series of interlocking relationships. One theme has to do 
with the connection between fathers and sons. Sam has never forgiven Buddy for taking too active a 
role in his life. In contrast, Otis Payne's son Delmore Ooe Morton), now an army colonel and com-
mander of nearby Fort McKenzie, has never forgiven Otis for being too little involved in Delmore's 
life. Determined not to be like Otis, Delmore has become intrusive, overbearing, and inflexible in 
relating to his own teenage son Chet (Eddie Robinson). 
A second major theme has to do with the complexities of the democratic process, which, just 
as he also does in City of Hope, Sayles submits is an imperfect system. Here we might speculate 
about Sayles' conceivable tolerance for someone like politician Richard J. Daley who served as 
mayor of Chicago from 1955-1976. Daley was a compromiser and a nest featherer, and reformers 
hated him. But to his fans, Daley was judged to run the "city that works." Here, compared to Charley 
Wade, Buddy Deeds was a saint. He certainly never murdered anyone or even resorted to the kind 
of relentless physical menace that was Wade's thuggish style. Like Daley, Buddy did people favors 
and expected to be rewarded with political support. With his allies, Buddy did good public works 
like the new local dam and lake project. Of course, just as was true of Daley, Buddy's largely fair law 
enforcement and progressive public leadership came at a certain price. Buddy and his pal Hollis 
ended up with choice lakefront property, bought at a song. And Buddy put local jail inmates to 
work on such personal projects as a new patio for his home. 
In City of Hope Sayles looks at a northern urban municipality about to change the color of its 
leadership from white to black. Here, in Lone Star, in semi-rural Texas, Hispanic voters and politi-
cians stand ready to wrest control of Frontera from the Anglos. Mayor Hollis and Sheriff Sam are 
widely thought to be the last Anglos who will hold their respective offices. But a mere change in eth-
nicity hardly ensures more responsive government. The leading Hispanic politician is backing a 
plan to build a new local jail. The building project will create jobs, but it will also cost a lot of money. 
And critically, the new jail isn't needed. But such local Hispanic business leaders as Mercedes Cruz 
(Miriam Colon) will probably back the plan, just as she's always cooperated with the projects of the 
longtime Anglo political leadership. Mercedes is an example of those who need to remember where 
they came from. She now refers to herself as Spanish rather than Mexican and huffs and puffs about 
the various faults of working class Hispanics, many of whom are illegal aliens. But Mercedes ar-
rived in Texas as an illegal herself and has grown to her current situation of wealth and influence 
through an awful lot of good fortune. 
First-time viewers often guess the identity of the murderer long before the end, and some even 
anticipate the final narrative shock Sayles reserves for the picture's denouement. But again, Sayles is 
far more interested in character and theme than in the twists of his plot. And in the midst of charac-
ters so flawed, one can't help but be struck by Sayles' stubborn hopefulness. However bad things 
are, he submits, they're getting better. Four decades ago an Anglo boy wouldn't even be allowed to 
date an Hispanic girl. Today a white man can sit in a public bar with his black lady friend and openly 
discuss marriage. In the 1950s Charley Wade could murder black and Hispanic people with im-
punity. Things got better under Buddy Deeds, and they're better still under Sam. But to continue to 
make progress we have to adopt a certain state of mind. On the one hand we have to remember our 
own suffering so as not to make others suffer in the same way. That's a lesson Mercedes definitely 
needs to learn. On the other hand, we have to set aside all the ancient grievances we have against 
each other. That's a lesson the whole human race needs to learn. The remarkable thing about that 
emblematic Texas battle at the Alamo is how differently it is viewed by people of different ethnicity, 
but oddly by brown and white alike, with abiding bitterness. And that's why Sayles ends his film 
with this imperative: "Forget the Alamo." 
yes and no, and both 
My favorite of these three much-admired films, City of Hope, begins with an episode to which 
I can obviously relate directly and personally. A white middle-aged jogger puffs through an urban 
park at twilight. Suddenly, without provocation, two black male youths leap on him. They curse 
and beat him. When he falls to the ground they kick him. Were he weaker and less fit, their fury is 
such they might kill him. Finally, however, he escapes, and the black teens are soon arrested. Should 
it matter that they are both the children of poverty, both reared in their city's most squalid slums? 
Should it matter that just minutes before accosting the jogger the two black teens were roughed up 
physically and psychologically harassed by racist policemen for the "crime" of being seen on the 
streets in a "white" shopping area? The answer Sayles provides is insightful, instructive and defini-
tive. Should it matter? Without qualification, Sayles asserts: Yes and No. 
In City of Hope once again, we are ushered into a labyrinthine plot peopled with a multitude 
of characters. The picture is set in the fictional metropolis of Hudson, New Jersey, and stems from 
the premise that cities are living organisms. As elsewhere Sayles urges the interconnectedness of 
things. Events that happen to the citizens in one part of town inevitably have repercussions for the 
citizens in every other part of town. 
Like cities across the American landscape, Hudson is a municipality in transition. Its white 
population, dominated by Italian-Americans, is shrinking while its impoverished black and Hispanic 
populations are rising rapidly. However tenuously, though, the whites remain in control for the 
time being. Then into Hudson comes the possibility of foreign investment. A Japanese corporation, 
like the resort developers in Sunshine State, wants to buy a huge piece of Hudson real estate for 
urban redevelopment, and they demand access to the land immediately. That's a problem because 
the property is occupied by a series of high-rise tenements. If the Japanese get what they want, what 
happens to all the poor people whose homes (crummy as they are) the Japanese intend to knock 
down? 
This bid for Hudson real estate is the first snowflake in what quickly becomes an avalanche 
of bribery, extortion, arson, and homicide. Trying to curry favor with influential Hudson politi-
cians, the Japanese investors offer a substantial campaign contribution to the local District Attorney 
if he can solve the problem of the tenements. The D.A. opts to squeeze Hudson Mayor Baci (Louis 
Zorich). For years, the D.A. has ignored the corruption rife in Baci's administration. Now he 
threatens to prosecute unless the mayor solves the problems of the tenements. The mayor then leans 
on Joe Rinaldo (Tony LoBianco), the owner of the tenements. Joe is a Hudson contractor who has 
long prospered in the local building industry by providing kickbacks for union officials and no-
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show jobs for the deadbeat relatives of city administrators. The mayor's henchmen don't care what 
Joe has to do to get his tenants out of the desired buildings. But they insist that he do it-even if he 
has to set the buildings on fire. When Joe resists, the city turns its bureaucratic wrath upon him. 
Projects in which Joe has his entire future invested suddenly can't get the simplest code clearance. 
He must either do the mayor's bidding or be ruined financially. 
Running contrapuntally to the real estate struggle are the efforts of Wynn Himes (Joe Morton), 
the lone African-American on the city council, to protect the black and Hispanic residents of the 
tenements from being forced onto the street. A former college professor, Wynn entered politics as a 
reformer. The longer he's in office, however, the more frustrated he becomes by a political system 
that seems to offer power only to those willing to play by the old corrupt rules. If Wynn wants more 
city-sponsored jobs for blacks, then he's got to cooperate with the mayor's programs. And that 
often means agreeing to policies that discriminate against the very people who elected him to office. 
Meanwhile, as Wynn struggles with the difficulties of making a place for himself within the system, 
he comes under increasing attack from black militants who accuse him of being the white man's 
stooge. Wynn's Catch-22 predicament is brought to abrupt crisis when the two black teenagers, 
Desmond (Jojo Smollett) and Tito (Eddie Townsend), residents in Joe Rinaldo's tenement buildings, 
are arrested for mugging the jogger in the park. The jogger turns out to be Les (Bill Raymond), a 
professor at the local university and one of Wynn's former colleagues. Wynn's sympathy, of course, 
lies with his friend. But his political future may lie with Desmond and Tito, for the teenagers falsely 
maintain that Les made a homosexual pass at them and that they struck him only in selfdefense. 
Wynn strives to learn the truth, but the militants are quick to fan the fires of resentment in the black 
community on the youngsters' behalf. 
There are other stories in City of Hope as well, most notably that of Joe's son Nick (Vincent 
Spano) whose contempt for his father's entanglement in the city's web of corruption has manifested 
itself in drug and alcohol abuse and petty crime. Nick has recently become enamored of a young di-
vorcee named Angela (Barbara Williams) but in so doing has incurred the violent wrath of her ex-
husband Rizzo (Anthony John Denison), a Hudson cop with a yen to get close to the movers and 
shakers in city hall. It is Sayles' genius that he manages to intertwine Nick's and Angela's and Rizzo's 
stories so artfully and inextricably with the real estate deal and Wynn's attempt to prosper in the po-
litical system without sacrificing his soul. 
Sayles himself plays Carl, a crooked garage owner who supplements his income with loan 
sharking and arson, while Sayles' longtime producer and romantic partner Maggie Renzie plays 
Connie, a hysterical white mother unable to see anyone's interests other than her own. A small but 
standout performance is also contributed by David Strathairn as Asteroid, a deranged homeless 
man, who embodies Sayles' devastating metaphor that sometimes the only ones who receive our so-
ciety's distress signals are those we habitually and utterly ignore. 
City of Hope captures the strategies of urban corruption and the temptations for moral 
failure as clearly as any motion picture ever made. And it does so without the self-righteousness so 
often associated with work of this kind. Sayles is obviously determined to show the human side of 
even his most reprehensible characters, a trait he exhibits elsewhere in the films discussed here and 
throughout his entire corpus of work. Mayor Baci is a grafter willing to turn a blind eye to murder. 
But in a visit to a retirement home Sayles also exhibits the mayor's warmth and evident sympathy 
for the aged. Joe is a slum lord and a political opportunist with connections to the Mafia. But there's 
no doubt that he loves his wife and children and, however misguidedly, has tried to do right by 
them. Sayles' own Carl seems the film's vilest character. But we can't help but note that he's a cripple 
who was betrayed as a teen by his best friend; thus, Carl's meanness is learned rather than innate. 
The film's good characters, meanwhile, are faced with daunting problems and the omnipresent 
need to make compromises. 
Once again Sayles analyzes the world in elementally pessimistic terms and then responds to it 
with a gritty attitude of hopefulness. At the core of Sayles' political philosophy is an assertion of 
fundamental human decency. We may turn awry, but most of us possess the potential for redemp-
tion, and it is that quality we must call forth in one another in order to save ourselves from our-
selves. Joe has clearly strayed too far to the dark side, but where and when is not easy to determine. 
If Wynn is to lead effectively, he cannot stand above the rough and tumble of the political process 
which is always soiling. The struggle to maintain his principles is thus never won but incessant, re-
newed in protean transformation with every passing day. 
In sum, Sunshine State, Lone Star, and City of Hope are worlds with no absolutes other than 
the obligation of each human being to treat everyone else with as much consideration as possible. 
Yes, we live in conflict. But delineating aggressor from victim is often difficult and sometimes per-
haps impossible, for there are as many sides to every story as there are characters in it. In my own 
life, were the young black boys who attacked me all those years ago wrong? Of course. I hadn't 
done anything to them. But did they have reasons? Had they tasted the vicious lash of racial dis-
crimination from white people indistinguishable from me? No doubt. But were they still wrong? 
Yes. Was my young friend Bobby a racist? Absolutely. But was I glad he came to my rescue? Had we 
actually come to blows, would I have been glad to have him fighting at my side? You bet. And does 
any of this equation change if I subsequently discovered that Bobby had cursed and flung rocks at 
those black boys earlier in the day and that they had mistook me for him? f 
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HOW TO GET THERE 
Just below the cascade, a sycamore 
has fallen 
across the plunge pool, 
resting an even six inches above the foam. 
It is still rooted, scree from the cliff 
having filled in the gap behind, 
and fresh shoots wave their flags 
of winter leaves along its length. 
To cross the log you must weave 
through a young forest, the vegetable 
equivalent of shops and houses 
piled thick upon London Bridge. 
Here there is stubborn life for sale, 
new and eternal homes, 
hands of mottled green and brown 
to reach you to the other side. 
Paul Willis 
J.S. Bach: Morimur 
Partita No.2 in d for Solo Violin, BWV 1004; 11 Chorales; Chaconne from BWV 1004 and ·~uf 
meinen lieben Gott" realized by Helga Thoene for solo violin & four voices: 
Christoph Poppen, baroque violin. The Hilliard Ensemble: Monika Mauch, soprano; David James, 
countertenor; John Potter, tenor; Gordon Jones, baritone 
ECM New Series 1765 (CD). 2001.Manfred Eicher, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD. TT: 61:42 
Calvin Stapert 
The past decade has seen the periodic ap-
pearance of classical CDs that unexpectedly be-
came "hits," briefly keeping company with the 
likes of Madonna and the Backstreet Boys. First 
there was Gorecki's Symphony No. J-three 
long, slow movements for soprano and strings 
subtitled "Symphony of Sorrows." A few years 
later came Chant, sung by Benedictine monks 
from Spain. Now there is Morimur ("We die"), 
music by Bach performed by a solo violin and a 
vocal quartet. It seems as though every so often 
our frenetic society needs some kind of spiritual 
balm from music in its helter-skelter rush toward 
who-knows-what. Others are better equipped 
than I to comment on this phenomenon. I will 
simply describe the contents of Morimur and 
comment on the claim made in the CD booklet 
that "what we hear is surely something of what 
went on inside Bach's head as he composed the 
pieces." Or as one reviewer put it, "It is as if we 
were granted a glimpse not only into Bach's fas-
cinating compositional workshop, but into his 
musical and spiritual cosmos." 
The CD consists of several chorales sung 
by a quartet from the Hilliard Ensemble and the 
Partita in D Minor for unaccompanied violin 
(BWV 1004) played by Christoph Poppen on 
Baroque violin. The famous Ciaccona of the par-
tita is performed twice. A program consisting of 
several chorales and a partita is a bit unusual, but 
what really sets this one apart is the way the 
works are ordered, the way the Ciaconna is per-
formed the second time, and what all this is 
meant to demonstrate. 
The CD begins with the final movement of 
Cantata 136, a four-part harmonization with vi-
olin descant of the chorale ·~uf meinen lieben 
Gott." Two stanzas are sung, but the very reso-
nant environment in which they were recorded 
and the lack of texts and translations in the CD 
booklet will prevent most listeners from 
knowing what is being sung. 
Next comes the main work on the pro-
gram, the Partita in D Minor. It is performed in 
its entirety but with each movement preceded 
by a vocal introduction. The introduction to the 
Allemande is the first phrase of the third move-
ment of Cantata 4 with its five-fold repetition 
of the words "Den Tod" (death). The next three 
movements-Courante, Sarabande, and 
Gigue-are prefaced by chorales to which they 
are presumably related. Before the Ciaccona we 
again here the "Den Tod" phrase from Cantata 
4. 
The program continues with the quartet 
singing eight of Bach's chorale harmonizations 
and culminates with another performance of the 
Ciaccona. This time the solo violin is overlaid 
with phrases from the previously sung chorales 
and framed by the "Den Tod" phrase from Can-
tata 4. 
Behind this strange and hauntingly beau-
tiful program are theories by the German musi-
cologist and violin teacher Helga Thoene. She 
speculates that Bach wrote the Ciaccona as a 
tombeau for his first wife, Maria Barbara, who 
died in 1720 while Bach was away on a trip with 
his employer, Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Cothen. 
Although we do not know when the Ciaccona 
was composed, the date on Bach's autograph 
copy of the collection of unaccompanied violin 
sonatas and partitas (BWV 1001-1006) is 1720. 
So it is possible that he wrote the Ciaccona 
shortly after Maria Barbara's death. 
But Professor Thoene's speculations go be-
yond biography. She claims to have discovered 
number symbolism and hidden chorale phrases 
in the Ciaccona that express Bach's theology of 
death. 
The CD booklet begins its explanation of 
the program as follows: "In the Baroque era, 
particularly in the music of the period, it was 
popular to use the medium of numbers for rid-
dles and hidden messages" This is an odd view 
of a period of music in which the most charac-
teristic genre was opera! But we can let that pass 
because it is likely that Bach, at least on occa-
sion, did use number symbolism. But the exis-
tence of plausible examples of number sym-
bolism in Bach has lured some scholars, Pro-
fessor Thoene among them, into extremes of im-
plausiblity. One example, not even the most ex-
treme, should suffice here. To bolster her hy-
pothesis that the Ciaconna is a tombeau for 
Maria Barbara, Professor Thoene turns to a me-
dieval text expressing the Christian view of life, 
death, and resurrection. 
Ex Deo Nascitur 
In Christo Morimur 
Per Spiritum Sanctum 
Reviviscimus. 
We are born of God 
We die in Christ 
Through the Holy Spirit 
We are brought to life again. 
There is no evidence that Bach knew this text 
(though, of course, he knew and believed its 
contents). Nevertheless, Professor Thoene con-
nects it to the Ciaccona by way of some ex-
tremely far-fetched number symbolism. By 
adding the numerical equivalents of all the let-
ters in this text (A=1, B=2, etc.), she came up 
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with the number 756. She got the same number 
from the nine bass notes of the theme of the 
Ciaccona. First she simply numbered the notes 
from one through nine. Then she grouped them 
by measure, added the resulting groups (1 + 23 
+ 45 + 678 + 9), and got 756! This method 
starts with a dubious assumption and continues 
with a series of highly implausible mathematical 
operations. To be sure there is a remarkable co-
incidence here, but its discovery probably says 
more about Professor Thoene than about Bach. 
More germane to what one actually hears 
on the CD is Professor Thoene's theory about 
the hidden chorale phrases. There can be no 
doubt that Bach knew the chorales thoroughly 
and that he often used them in his church com-
positions in a variety of ways-often obviously, 
sometimes subtly, and perhaps occasionally 
hidden. The CD booklet cites several examples 
from Bach's cantatas but none are of the hidden 
variety. The notes claim they "are but stepping 
stones to the breathtaking possibilities 
that ... Professor Thoene has unveiled .... " I am 
afraid, however, that she has slipped off those 
stepping stones into a quagmire. Two things in 
particular make her "discoveries" highly du-
bious. First, they are often rhythmically arbi-
trary. Second, they jump around from part to 
part. If one is allowed to alter the rhythm and to 
jump around in the texture from one part to an-
other in order to find the desired note, where's 
the limit?-especially when dealing with dia-
tonic, largely stepwise melodies like the 
chorales. For example, Professor Thoene found 
the opening phrase of "Christ lag in Todes-
banden" in the theme of the Ciaccona. Using her 
method of ignoring rhythm and jumping around 
from part to part, I very quickly found the first 
phrase of "Aus tiefer Not" and last phrase of 
"Vater unser im Himmelreich." It makes a great 
parlor game, but it is a dubious entree into 
Bach's "compositional workshop." 
Despite the dubious theories behind this 
CD, there is much to recommend it, starting 
with the sheer beauty of the violin and vocal 
sounds. Further, all those sounds were put to-
gether by Bach, arguably the greatest combiner 
of sounds ever. The alternation of chorales and 
suite movements, of course, is not Bach's, but I 
find it aesthetically effective and intellectually 
provocative apart from any putative thematic 
connections between the chorales and the move-
ments that follow them. Less effective to my ears 
than the juxtaposition of chorales and partita 
movements is the superposition of chorale 
themes on the Ciaconna. But whatever one 
thinks of its effectiveness, it needs to be heard 
more as a new composition by 
Thoene/Poppen/Hilliard than as a revelation of 
Bach's "musical and spiritual cosmos." It is of 
the same ilk as Busoni's piano arrangement of 
the Ciaccona. 
The worst aspect of this CD is not the du-
bious theories behind it but the dark aura with 
which the producers and marketers have sur-
rounded it. First there is the visual impact of the 
mostly black slipcase and the grey stone face 
with hollow eye sockets on the cover. Then there 
is the title, Morimur. By itself it suggests some 
kind of morbid fascination with death. Bach, to 
be sure, saw far more death than most of us, and 
he often dealt with it in his music. But his con-
templation of it was based not only on 
"morimur" (we die) but on the whole line of the 
Latin text, "In Christo morimur." Similarly the 
most prominent musical phrase on the CD mis-
represents Bach. To insulate and highlight the 
words "Den Tod" (or even the whole phrase, 
"Death no one can conquer") is to distort Bach's 
thought severely. Morimur does not represent 
Bach's "spiritual cosmos." To enter that cosmos 
I suggest listening to all of Cantata 4. It tells the 
good news of the "wondrous battle" in which 
death conquered death. Rather than ending like 
Morimur with "Den Tod," every one of its move-
ments ends with "Alleluia." f 
A LONE BIRD, BALANCED 
Hear that field lark riff 
spill from a tree? Too bad 
nobody here speaks Bird anymore. Once, 
a madcap diva I knew 
sang like the seraphim. Sound 
warm as the primal yawn-
I mean yes 
unfolding 
wide as God's throat. When it's good she said, 
breath quickens dirt. You hear taproots 
bebop, flat -footing snails, seawind 
tumbling choirs of stone. Where is she now? 
I want a translation for sky 
unscrolling this endless score, 
barely lit 
by a lone bird balanced, 
tight-roping grace notes. Maybe I'll pray: 
Lift lungs, spread like wings, 
rise like the star of a meadowlark's tail. 
She who would bring acres of light 
must improvise, what heart 
she has, like a robe falling open. 
Laurie B. Klein 
Cal Stapert is the au-
thor of My Only 
Comfort: Death, De-
liverance, and Disci-
pleship in the Music 
of Bach. 
booklines: books of real influence 
Recently on a grant applica-
tion I had to answer the following 
question: "What three books, other 
than Scripture, have had the 
greatest influence upon you?" Oh 
dear, I thought, and chewed a bit on 
my pen. 
This is always a difficult ques-
tion for an omnivorous and glutto-
nous reader to answer. I have had it 
posed to me in coffee houses that 
had their jury-rigged plywood ta-
bles covered with newsprint you 
could use crayons to draw on; in 
greasy spoons as I waited for an 
order of waffles and scrapple; and 
once in the restaurant on top of the 
Kennedy Center in Washington. 
Never have I been able to answer it 
to my satisfaction. I think this is in 
part because I have a great deal of 
regret about my history as a reader. 
Too often I have been a gourmand 
rather than a gourmet; I have spent 
vast amounts of time reading trash, 
indeed reading whatever written 
words were within arm's length, 
from the earliest days of my reading 
career. So I find myself often 
wishing that I had been reading E. 
Nesbit rather than the Hardy Boys, 
or regretting that I never could get 
into Alice in Wonderland. I have 
read widely, but not well. Modern 
fiction is terra incognita. The only 
story of Dickens I have ever read is 
The Christmas Carol, an admission 
that confirms me as a non-Dickens 
reader. It took me roughly seven 
years to get beyond the first three 
pages of A Portrait of a Lady, and 
despite having been gripped, 
moved, and wrung dry by the rest 
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of it when I finally did get beyond 
page four, I have never read an-
other novel by Henry James. 
Looking at the bookshelves of 
others used to be an instinctive and 
yet pleasurable action. Now it re-
sults in a gloomy assessment of all 
that I haven't read and probably 
won't get around to reading. Re-
gret and guilt; those are intimate 
parts of my reading career. It is 
hard to find great triumphs there. 
Not that this negative picture 
is completely truthful. The glutto-
nous reader has known great de-
light, but this gluttonous reader 
can't always remember where he 
found it; the delights crowd to-
gether and overlap and merge, so 
that I can't quite remember where 
exactly it was that I read that really 
good piece, whatever it was. Thus I 
fall back on remembering certain 
periods as periods of discovery 
through reading. Freshman year at 
college, for example, is a period in 
the personal calendar marked with 
a series of red-letter days. The 
temptation exists to refer to 
Locke's Second Treatise on Govern-
ment, or Kuhn's The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions, or Bailyn's 
Ideological Origins of the American 
Revolution. But that would be to 
mislead. The creation of my intel-
lectual world began well before I 
encountered any of those books in 
my freshman year at Johns Hop-
kins. 
Not that long ago, when I was 
looking for something to do other 
than study, I took a part-time job 
for a company that drove around 
authors who were on book tours. 
Naturally, since I was trying to es-
cape studying, this became as much 
a full-time job as possible; it helped 
that I thoroughly enjoyed it. In the 
process I found myself driving the 
novelist Tim O'Brien. At first things 
were a little tense, what with the 
traffic jam we got caught in, until 
my knowledge of backroads in the 
Baltimore area confirmed me in his 
mind as a driving genius, and after I 
told him it was fine if he smoked, I 
liked driving him. Anyway, at the 
reading he did that night someone 
asked him what the most influential 
book in his life had been. He started 
to say something about Joseph 
Conrad, and then he stopped. Actu-
ally, he said, a kind of rueful and de-
fiant look on his face, the most im-
portant book in his life was called 
Tommy and the Little League, one 
of those nice little stories in which 
the mediocre team makes it to the 
Little League World Series. 
O'Brien, a mediocre sandlot player, 
was enraptured by this book, and he 
sat down and wrote a story "Timmy 
and the Little League," basically a 
plagiarism in which he, Timmy 
O'Brien, had the same wonderful 
thing happen to him. He never 
stopped writing after that. 
It is the books of my early life as a 
reader that have made the most im-
pact upon me, that have most 
shaped my reasoning and imagining 
life. Looking back to the early Al-
bert Louis Zambone, I think the 
books that made the most impact 
upon me were Hello, David!; 
D'Aulaire's George Washington; 
and Richard Tregaskis' Guadacanal 
War Diary. 
Hello, David! was and re-
mains a work of genius, a 1920's 
civics text for children which I was 
given by my grandmother. It is the 
winsome story of David that begins 
with him living on the family farm 
deep in the country and attending a 
one-room school. David had a 
rabbit named Mr. Carrot, as I recall 
(what do I mean "recall"? I can't re-
member my current phone number 
but I remember Mr. Carrot as if he 
had been my rabbit) and rode to 
school on his pony, Tim. One sad 
day, about ten pages into the book, 
David announces to his school that 
he is moving away to a bigger farm 
near the "city." The rest of the book 
I regarded as a pretty sad come-
down after the excellent beginning. 
This was probably because I, too, 
lived in the deep country and was 
destined in a couple of years to at-
tend a one-room school, so that bit 
of the book was the most like my 
life and therefore the most inter-
esting part. But I hung in there for 
the other 85o/o of the book without 
too much trouble, as my poor 
mother can attest; she claims that 
for months on end the only book 
that I wanted read to me every 
morning was Hello, David! Surely 
that does something to you, having 
a book read over and over to you, 
something as formidable as reading 
John Locke. 
One of the first books I can re-
member actually reading for myself 
is Ingri and Edgar Parin D'Aulaire's 
George Washington, yet another 
masterpiece. It is a children's pic-
ture book in the way the Pieta is a 
sculpture. The D'Aulaires's art was 
a sort of "soft realism," using gentle 
colors, strong lines, and often a sort 
of pointilism to create simple pic-
tures with a special grace and ele-
gance. The same can be said for 
their prose, which was simple and 
direct, not condescending. 
Through this alchemy of art and 
words the D' Aulaires lifted up 
Washington's life into a sort of 
myth, and then simultaneously 
took the myth they created and 
made it seem very real and present 
once again. After poring over that 
book almost every day, I think I 
must have been convinced that 
George Washington was my own 
contemporary. He seemed to me to 
have a contemporary relevance 
lacking in actual contemporary 
things. Those simple pictures and 
simple words allowed me space 
into which I could project my own 
thoughts and imaginings. Without 
my knowing what was going on, 
the D'Aulaires gave me a historical 
imagination. 
The third book comes from a 
little later in life, when I was about 
eight and working my way steadily 
through the collection of the 
Morris Goodwin School library. At 
the time I was deeply in love with 
the United States Marine Corps and 
ambitious to be the commanding 
officer of the First Marine Air 
Wing, thus neatly combining my 
love of the Marines and everything 
that flies. I had a Marine Corps 
battle flag sticker on my lunch box 
and recruiting posters from the 
First World War on my wall. In the 
grip of this obsession I came across 
Richard Tregaskis' Guadacanal 
Diary, and read with rapt attention 
as he described the casual, unglo-
rious heroics of the First Marine 
Division as he had seen them. A 
couple of times after reading bits of 
the book I remember walking down 
our hill over the soybean stubble 
and up through the woods to the 
home of Gunnery Sergeant Donald 
Murray, USMC (Ret.), a veteran of 
Guadalcanal. There I quizzed him 
on whether or not Tregaskis was 
telling the truth about this detail or 
this action; what had happened the 
night of the banzai charges on the 
airfield; did the rest of you guys re-
ally not like the Marine Raiders; 
and so on, and so on. I thought I 
was preparing myself to be a Ma-
rine who commanded Marines. 
Well, that didn't happen. But I was 
learning how to be a historian, 
learning how to be empathetic to 
the subject of my enquiries and yet 
simultaneously crosschecking my 
sources. 
I think of Locke, Bailyn and 
Kuhn often. But I was made by 
Hello, David!, George Washington, 
and Guadacanal Diary. As I sit in 
the library at my desk, words swim-
ming in front of my eyes after three 
or four hours of reading, it is good 
to ask myself "Why am I doing 
this?" And I don't think back, al-
ways, to Professor Forster teaching 
us the French Revolution from out 
of the depths of Remsen One. I 
think of Mr. Carrot, of the antici-
pation of moving to a new home 
near a big town, of a crisp yet 
dreamy picture of young George 
Washington surveying the Shenan-
doah Valley, of Marines crouched 
in foxholes and staring forward 
into the jungle, of an old man 
staring off into space as he saw that 
jungle once again. These are the ev-
idences of things yet unseen. They 
are the markers of my vocation, 
and my faith in the future is based 
on their existence, and on the 
goodness they have given my life. 
Albert Louis Zambone 
Karl E. Lutze. Of Walls and Doors: 
Procession through My Life. Lima, 
Ohio: Fairway Press, 2001. "Fore-
word" by Walter Wangerin, Jr. 
"I am a part of all that I have met ... " 
-Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Ulysses, 18 
"The trouble with life is you get no 
time to rehearse." 
-Charlie Brown 
The first article of the creed 
teaches us that God creates not only 
each person but also the time in 
which each person lives. God does 
not create an abstract and timeless 
universal humankind; God creates 
me and my neighbors and our mo-
ment in history. All are the Cre-
ator's good gifts. The creed thus 
calls us to live our creaturely lives 
in the now-fully present to our 
own time-and grateful for our 
neighbors and the one and only 
life-cycle we are given to live. 
Karl Lutze is one of those 
faithful who lives fully present to 
his own time and grateful for his 
neighbors. More importantly, his 
memoirs, Of Walls and Doors: Pro-
cession Though My Life, could 
teach many more of us to live as 
wisely and well. His memoirs are a 
ministry, and the life-and 
neighbor lives-told in them invite 
imitation. 
Lutze calls his memoirs a 
"procession," but they are not 
solemn, and often they are more 
like a joyous parade. The parade 
forms in "The Wisconsin Years," his 
childhood and schooling; steps out 
into "The Baltimore Year" and 
"The Oklahoma Years," his vic-
arage in the East and first parish in 
the West; and continues with "The 
Valparaiso Years," as he brings his 
civil rights ministry to the Lutheran 
Human Relations Association at 
Valparaiso University during the 
most acrimonious years of the 
United States' struggle against its 
own racial apartheid. 
What strikes the reader first 
and last is Lutze's generous view of 
his neighbors along his life's way. 
The "walls" in the book title con-
notes all those necessary and nour-
ishing realms of safety and solace in 
our lives, from our mother's womb 
to our religious heritage. While 
Lutze recalls the many walls sup-
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porting and protecting his life with 
great affection, he also knows that 
such walls can sometimes become 
prisons. Lutze considers many of 
the people who entered his life to 
be the "doors" in the walls that 
might have imprisoned him, and 
his telling of their liberating sto-
ries-dozens and dozens of them-
is the chief delight of his book. 
Walter Wangerin, Jr.'s per-
ceptive "Foreword" observes that 
Lutze's memoirs return us to a time 
when our religious elders gave us 
"our identity." In communities of 
"the old intimacy"-the same reli-
gion and region and race- young 
people gradually became who they 
were as the community gradually 
became part of them. "Lutze," says 
Wangerin, "accomplishes some-
thing of central importance to the 
continuity of our communities." In 
his telling of "the stories of the gen-
eration just before ours," Lutze 
lives his life twice, "once in its own 
time, and once by stories told in our 
time for our sakes." He fortifies his 
community by fortifying its com-
munal memory. 
But it should also be noted 
that Lutze tells the story of a person 
ever widening his community, 
overcoming his regionalism, tran-
scending his race, learning from the 
the unlettered, becoming enriched 
by the poor, and opening the reli-
gion he received to much more of 
God. While Lutze treasures his el-
ders and the formation of his iden-
tity in their community, he is not 
uncritical. (For example, he recalls 
his Lutheran Church-Missouri 
Synod seminary preparatory educa-
tion as oscillating "somewhere be-
tween a monastery and a reform 
school," and he remains "deeply re-
sentful of those six years" taken 
away from his family.) His memoirs 
remind us that while we surely con-
tinue our communities in our indi-
vidual identities, we may also be 
called to become something dif-
ferent and perhaps better than our 
communities ordinarily would have 
us become. 
In Lutze's memoirs, for ex-
ample, one reads of the green 
schoolboy who once thanked the 
black porter carrying his baggage 
with "That was mighty white of 
you!" and grew up to be a leading 
Christian witness in the American 
civil rights movement. One reads of 
the vicar prison chaplain who 
quickly had to learn to play more 
than the three hymns he knew if he 
hoped to serve the criminals who 
came to his services less to hear him 
preach and more to sing the gospel 
to themselves and one another. One 
reads of the young pastor of a poor 
parish who kept the secret of a de-
cent and honorable father, unable 
to find work, who pretended to 
abandon his family so it could re-
ceive welfare. One reads of a sud-
denly maturing minister making the 
eerie discovery that the significance 
of a ministry may sometimes be 
measured by the number of FBI 
agents monitoring it. In short, 
Lutze's memoirs show us many of 
the strange and wonderful ways our 
neighbors can be a means of grace 
to us-doors in our walls. 
Perhaps the greatest benefit in 
reading Lutze's "procession" 
through his life lies in its power to 
alert us to the variety of people who 
grace our own lives and the grati-
tude we owe to them and to God. 
Reading good memoirs-and 
Lutze's are some of the best-helps 
us better to read our own lives and 
the lives of our neighbors along 
life's way. Who, we may now ask, 
are the doors in our walls? 
Richard Lee 
THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE 
The path of a single electron cannot be determined, 
nor the path of a solitary figure as he stumbles 
his way down an everlasting road-
it cannot be determined. 
He may walk for miles and seem to go nowhere. 
He may walk for many miles and be everywhere at once. 
He may walk for so long that he forgets his own, 
indeterminate feet. 
He may may meet a stranger who he recognizes only 
in the gist of his gait, the sad but glorified countenance 
worn not on the face, but against it like a dark mirror, 
oh alien desert mirage. 
They might be travelling to the same city. 
They might talk about the weather, how the sun 
seemed to stand exactly still in the sky, for one 
brief moment at dawn, before rending its garment of light 
to pieces and exposing as if by order the bare-skinned, 
fleshy breast of an angelic delight. Or, they might 
discuss the physics of chance, how lucky that hope and pleasure 
and life and music ever came to be in the smooth 
aloofness of the universe's enigmatic design. Or, 
they might say nothing at all. They might walk in breathless 
silence to cities of uncertain origin, down paths 
as reckless as those the atom travels in its arch and bend-
whole lives will be spent pondering the outcome of perhaps. 
Jill Alexander Essbaum 
Alan Padgett teaches 
theology at Luther 
Seminary, St. Paul. 
Spot: l~ g ht o n Sc ~ e n ce 
"mini-me": can we clone a person? 
Alan G. Padgett 
Recently I came across a Connie Chung in-
terview with an infertile couple seeking to have 
the wife cloned in order to fulfill their desire for 
a child. They felt sure that God had allowed 
their infertility so that they could participate in 
this cutting-edge technology. They were excited 
by the opportunity to clone themselves so that 
they could have a child related to them, and they 
seemed content to wave off any moral challenge 
set before them in the interview. This couple and 
their claim on modern technology stand at the 
center of today's hottest issue in natural science: 
human cloning. 
For my inaugural installment of the new 
"Spot: Light on Science" column, I will look at 
this question of human cloning from a Christian 
perspective.The purpose of this column is to 
bring the light of Christ to bear upon issues in 
science. Science and technology play a dominant 
role in our contemporary culture and give us 
tools by which we both understand and shape 
our reality. Thus, confessing the faith and pro-
claiming the gospel in our context demand 
thoughtful attention to current issues in science, 
interpreted within the horizon of evangelical 
truth. How shall we love God and neighbor in a 
technological society? And, today, what sense 
can we make of cloning? 
From federal politics to local garden tea 
parties, folks are talking about DNA, cloning, 
stem cells, and blastocysts. In the vocabulary of 
our public conversation is evidence that we have 
emerged from the "century of physics" and en-
tered a new period in science: the century of bi-
ology. The very possibility of human cloning fills 
us with awe as well as anxiety because it chal-
lenges our understanding of who we are as 
human beings, as persons; it reaches into the 
core of our identity, and we react with passion 
and curiosity. 
One idea keeps popping up as I read and 
hear discussions of human cloning. Intelligent 
people are saying that, in effect, we can clone 
ourselves. The line of reasoning goes that since 
DNA provides the essence of who we are, when 
we copy our DNA into a human clone we are 
making a copy of our own self. During the hal-
cyon days of the Human Genome Project, there 
was an abundance of hope and speculation 
about the utility of genetics and the future of our 
species. Walter Gilbert, a Nobel laureate in ge-
netics, promised that this project would "put to-
gether a sequence that represents ... the under-
lying human structure ... to our common hu-
manity." In the future it should be possible "to 
pull a CD out of one's pocket and say, 'Here is a 
human being; it's me!"' 
One can perhaps understand when, in the 
excitement of a new discovery, biologists make 
such statements. Yet, we can find thoughtful the-
ologians making similar claims for the origina-
tive and essential power of our DNA. Albert 
Jonsen, a respected bio-ethicist, has recently 
asked: what makes one person different from 
another? In reflecting upon our moral person-
hood and the rights of privacy, Jonsen claims 
that genetics does the trick. "My genetics consti-
tutes me," he writes. My DNA is "at the core of 
my 'individual substance.'" 
When a noted scientist and a respected 
theologian agree, we should stop and listen care-
fully. But can this be right? Does my DNA de-
fine my very self? Do my genes carry my moral 
individuality? Or as Time magazine once put it, 
"Can we Xerox the soul?" 
Popular culture reflects the vague unease 
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that questions of this nature engender, and the 
desire to join in the hopeful chorus of praise for 
our genetic future is tempered by worries over 
our potential loss of individuality. A few months 
before Dolly the sheep was cloned, Hollywood 
was exploring the idea of copies of one's self in 
movies such as the so-so comedy, Multiplicity 
(1996). The comedian Mike Myers humorously 
drew on the idea of cloning in the second Austin 
Powers movie, The Spy who Shagged Me (1999). 
The film's villain, Dr. Evil, is unhappy with his 
son Scott, who is simply not evil enough. To ad-
dress this, Dr. Evil clones himself, and the result 
is a diminutive copy he happily addresses as 
"Mini-me." While this leads to some great fun 
in the film (Mini-me often steals the scene), no-
tice the underlying viewpoint: if we are disap-
pointed with our natural children, we can just 
clone copies of our very selves. Clones make 
better sons or daughters because they are little 
copies of a parent (and, after all, aren't children 
better the more they are like their parents?) 
Myers has, in more ways than one, given the ne-
farious Dr. Evil some very evil thoughts indeed. 
Despite such widespread assumptions 
about cloning a person, both science and Scrip-
ture deny it. While we may clone a human body, 
we cannot clone a human person. Each human 
soul is unique. In Biblical thought, a person is a 
unique combination of soul-and-body, where 
the soul is the life or animating spirit of the body 
(e.g., Gen 2:7, Ezek. 18:4, Matt. 6:25). As the 
Apostle's Creed indicates, to believe in the res-
urrection of the person is to believe in the "res-
urrection of the body" and the soul with it ("life 
everlasting"). While it is difficult to pin down, 
the soul seems to be something more than just 
our bodies alone-though exactly what that 
"more" is remains elusive. 
What is clear is that two bodies may have 
the same genetic make-up, but not the same soul 
(life or spirit) and, thus, despite their identical 
genetic maps, they are not the same person. We 
cannot clone a person, we can only clone a body. 
We know this from genetics, as well as from 
common sense. Identical twins share the same 
genetic make-up, they have the same DNA, they 
are perfect genetic "copies" of each other. But 
identical twins are not the same person. They do 
not share the same life (soul, spirit), nor are they 
the same moral individual. For example, we 
would not hold a twin to be legally accountable 
or morally culpable for the criminal actions of 
his identical sibling. We know that they are not 
the same person; in fact, they are often very dif-
ferent characters! They may have nearly iden-
tical bodies with the same biological heritage but 
different memories, experiences, minds and 
wills. So, we already know that we cannot Xerox 
the soul by duplicating DNA. The resulting child 
will be a different person, as "other" as any nat-
ural son or daughter. Sorry, Dr. Evil! 
Back, then, to the couple who desire to 
raise a clone of the wife as their child. How shall 
we treat human children who are clones of an 
adult? What shall we call them? There are pow-
erful reasons to treat such children as we do 
every other human being, as unique persons in 
their own right. We should give them their own 
names, for they will have their own identities. 
Regardless of our feelings about how they were 
conceived, we should call them sons and daugh-
ters, brothers and sisters: children of God. f 
Tricia O'Connor 
Elisara and her hus-
band, Chris, work for 
Creation Care Study 
Program, an under-
graduate semester 
abroad program in the 
South Pacific. 
a sense of (two) place(s) 
Tricia O,Connor Elisara 
He's only two years old, but I'm already tiona! Samoan life and landscape that was his fa-
thinking about what I want to pass on to my son. 
Along with the small things-scrapbooks, jour-
nals, and photos to help him find his way-I 
want his days to be filled with sweet memories, 
the kernel of faith, examples of character, and 
love burned in to his very genes. I also want to 
leave him a sense of place, the knowledge that 
he belongs somewhere and a special love for that 
particular place. The tricky part is this: I am 
American and my husband is a New Zealander. 
Which place should we bequeath to our son? 
Marrying at 21, I didn't think through all 
the ramifications of hitching my future to a legal 
alien. Our primary residence would be in the 
U.S, and the cross-cultural character of the mar-
riage seemed merely to mean our wedding pro-
gram featuring a sketch of a kauri tree, a smat-
tering of Kiwiana in our daily conversations, a 
jar of Vegemite in the cupboard, and my hus-
band, Chris, occasionally sneaking off to sports 
bars with Sky TV to catch rugby matches. And, 
of course, there would be really long plane 
flights to visit Chris's family. 
Now we have a baby, as well as a primal 
drive to offer to him the very best of life itself. 
W e want to provide him all the good things I 
had (healthy parents, a good education, oppor-
tunities to travel) and something I didn't have-
knowledge of my ethnic heritage and a strong 
sense of place to go with it. I have come to this 
relatively late in my life, only starting to investi-
gate and ground myself in my native California 
when our semi-nomadic lifestyle lost its charm. 
Then I began to climb the bigger tree: combing 
Slovenia for relatives and fancying myself for the 
first time as a European, once removed. My hus-
band is on a similar quest: to know the tradi-
ther's complete universe before he immigrated 
to New Zealand to marry, then raise a family. 
So, while we are each working on re-
claiming our own place and its story, I want 
Ethan to have two stories-about people and 
place-built into him at an early age. And I want 
his dual heritage to mean more than just bicul-
turalism-a hard concept to tease out anyway-
between two English-speaking cultures that do 
differ, but in subtle and elusive ways. ("Yes," I'd 
tell neighbors, "Chris and I speak Kiwi English 
in the home but American English when we're 
in public.") I want to mold his imagination so 
that he knows he belongs in two landscapes, 
shares a story with two sets of people, and is 
equal parts of two histories separated by an 
ocean but brought together by modern notions 
(air travel, globalization) that made his par-
ents-well, his parents. 
My husband and I began by collecting the 
trappings for him. When in New Zealand, we 
scoured the stores for children's books by Kiwi 
authors, and I read them to him in accent, 
mainly to make them rhyme (They came to a 
sign/selling Sutherland's Sauce{fhrough they all 
went/Except Hercules Morse). Above his crib, 
we hung a buzzy bee-a wooden toy created in 
the forties that is no less than a major nostalgia-
evoking New Zealand icon. He has a rugby ball 
and little red socks for the next America's Cup 
race.When, during our last trip overseas, he 
thrust a chubby little finger toward one of the 
country's distinctive native trees and pro-
nounced "nikau palm" a volcano of parental 
pride and excitement erupted within both my 
husband and me. It was working-or rather, 
"she'd be right!" 
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Of course, we also registered our son with 
dual citizenship and ordered two passports for 
him. Our explicit emphasis was on Kiwi culture, 
since our primary residence was in the States. 
He would become American with very little ef-
fort at all, and with time, hiking trips, family va-
cations, and spontaneous lessons in natural his-
tory, a Californian. 
Ultimately though, we know that be-
coming a Kiwi means spending time "down 
under" so he could somehow get the place in his 
blood. So we have brokered a deal to work eight 
months in the States, four in New Zealand, 
every year. This formula isn't particularly magic. 
It's just that a ridiculously obvious requirement 
for knowing a place is being there. The rest de-
pends on intentionally exploring that place, 
finding joy in the similarities and differences be-
tween it and other places you know, and experi-
encing it up close so that it becomes dear. The 
goal is that someday our son will be just as 
moved by a view of the Sierra Nevada mountains 
as by the outline of Rangitoto Island in the Wait-
emata harbor. Know his endangered condors as 
well as his penguins. Enjoy the red-bloomed po-
hutukawa as much as the giant redwood. Think 
of Christmas as both a summer and a winter hol-
iday, and call his family his "whanou" or "fa-
milia" interchangeably, just because both Maoris 
and Latinos naturally figure into his upbringing. 
Indeed, our hope is that one day he will pro-
nounce, "Both of these places are mine. I am 
American and I am Kiwi, and regardless of 
where I live, I belong in both places. I love them 
both." 
The idealistic dreams of a 21st-century, 
type A, overeducated, thirty-something, first 
time parent? Perhaps. But this is the gift we as-
pire to give to him: a sense of two places. Sure, 
we realize he may crumple up our good inten-
tions and shove them in his back pocket, rolling 
his eyes at our grand notions of "the Importance 
of Heritage and Place." We know that. What 
we're hoping for is that as an adult, when he 
needs it most, he'll take these travel notes-this 
identity documentation-back out of his pocket, 
smooth out the folded paper, and find himself in 
possession of a legacy-part road map, part trea-
sure hunt. f 
does God favor the Yankees?: 
religion in sport 
Robert Benne 
Any religion worth its salt embraces all of 
life, not just the recesses of the heart, the sacred 
hour on Sunday, or the intimacies of family and 
friendship. A serious Christian, Jew, or Muslim 
who participates in sport also practices that ath-
letic activity in the light of his or her faith. So, 
there is no question that sport-one of the main-
stays of life, especially in affluent societies-can 
be freighted with religious meaning. The more 
difficult question is "How should religious con-
viction be expressed in sport?" 
One option is simply to hide it from view. 
This approach is taken by many religious people 
in other areas of life-business, politics, educa-
tion, and entertainment. Religion for them op-
erates as motivation or perhaps as the hidden 
ground of ethics that can be shared with other 
decent people. Many people prefer religion to 
stay private, for some good and many bad rea-
sons. The problem with this "hidden" approach 
is that all those areas of life can and will be filled 
with other meanings and values, some of them 
contrary to what religious people believe. None 
of these key areas in life-including sports-is 
simply neutral. They convey meanings and 
values. Why should religious meanings and 
values be refused their part in defining the mean-
ings and values of sport? Why should sport be 
completely secular? 
As I argued above, it shouldn't. True reli-
gion is comprehensive. But religion can also be 
abused, as it often is in sport. One abuse occurs 
when the divine is manipulated for the player's 
own use. Religion is turned into a magical for-
mula in which one tries to wheedle the majestic, 
omnipotent Creator of All into doing one's bid-
ding. Crossing oneself before a free throw or 
time at bat or praying for victory fall into that 
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category. While I am happy to know that that 
player is a Christian, I wonder whether he has a 
mature notion of God. Why should God prefer 
his victory over that of his competitor? More se-
riously, why should God care who wins in an 
athletic contest? (One of my moments of reli-
gious clarity was refusing to pray for victory in 
the pre-game huddle instituted by my college 
football team's coach. Maybe I should have 
joined in; we usually got beat. But not to worry, 
I never took our defeats as the judgment of 
God.) 
Another abuse is inserting religious ges-
tures directly into the performance of the sport. 
The finger poked heavenward, the prayer in the 
end zone, or crossing oneself after an athletic tri-
umph all seem to violate the integrity of the ath-
lete's primary role. I am disgusted by players 
acting as the audience by honoring themselves, 
acting as referees or cheerleaders, or by acting 
as entertainers who offer us song, dance, and 
ditty. I would also prefer that players not act as 
evangelists during the performance of their ath-
letic roles. We could apply Luther's famous 
saying that good cobblers make good shoes, not 
poor shoes with little crosses on them. Good 
players play well without adorning their play 
with little crosses. 
True, it is far better for the player to point 
heavenward than to point to himself after a par-
ticularly good performance. Many young 
people will receive a good message from that 
athlete as he models gratitude rather than arro-
gance. But it is difficult not to get the impression 
that the player is fusing his triumph with God's 
will. If the player were consistent, he would 
point skyward to mark the judgment of God 
after he got his shot blocked or was struck out. I 
haven't seen that done lately. 
What room then is left for religious ex-
pression? First, one can give a public religious 
interpretation of one's participation in sport. 
When the sprinter in Chariots of Fire tells his 
pious sister that when he runs "I can feel His 
pleasure," he is voicing a profound joy that ath-
letes often experience when their performance 
is at peak. As an avid tennis player, I some-
times-! wish it would occur more often-have 
a sacramental (small "s") sense of union when 
the mind and body are working in beautiful har-
mony to propel that ball accurately over the net 
on a beautiful court in the morning sunshine. 
One can publicly articulate such a great feeling, 
though I don't think my opponent would find it 
fitting for me to kneel in prayer after I made a 
winning shot. 
Many fine athletes have a deep sense of 
gratitude to God for the talents they have been 
given, and it is refreshing to hear them mention 
that to interviewers who want them to talk of 
their accomplishments. Further, it is heartening 
to listen to their expressions of gratitude to 
others who have helped them along the way, in-
cluding their teammates. Praying before games 
is a common practice that is certainly fitting if it 
involves supplication for good play, sportsman-
ship, and protection from injury. (I must add 
that it seems curious to pray for safety in a sport 
that is particularly dangerous, like football or 
auto racing. Players intentionally place them-
selves in a dangerous role and at the same time 
pray to God to keep them safe. By the end of my 
football career I was adding a pre-game petition 
of repentance to God for putting myself in 
harm's way.) 
It is altogether appropriate-indeed, it is 
very moving-for teams from both sides to 
gather together after a game to offer thanks for 
the opportunity to play and for safe passage. 
Such rituals are often occasions for reconcilia-
tion after the fierce competition is over. Serious 
Christians and Jews can also witness to the fact 
that their faith comes before their sport by re-
fusing to violate their religious practices. Sandy 
Koufax, the great pitcher, refused to pitch on the 
Sabbath. Similarly, it is a sign of religious seri-
ousness when players are able publicly to ac-
knowledge the relative unimportance of athletic 
contests and their role in them before the more 
profound triumphs and tragedies of life. Mature 
persons of faith do not confuse the fate of the 
Washington Redskins with the salvation of their 
souls or the fate of the nation. 
I certainly do not begrudge athletes the op-
portunity to use their athletic celebrity to fur-
ther their religious causes, as many athletes from 
Bob Richards to Reggie White have done. That 
is far nobler than selling Viagra. Finally, religion 
in sport can and should elevate sportsmanship-
fair play, respect for the opponent, and civility 
toward officials. It is impressive to see players 
help their fallen opponents off the floor or turf 
now and then, not only their teammates. f 
Bob Benne directs the 
Roanoke College 
Center for Church and 
Society. 
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From the first issue of the Cresset, 
published in November of 1937 ... 
A new journal must justify its exis-
tence. The Editor presents THE 
CRESSET'S philosophy of life and 
art. 
The CRESSET ... Its Purpose and 
Function 
By 0. P. KRETZMANN 
ONE of the major tragedies 
of the Church during the first third 
of the twentieth century has been 
the insidious departmentalizing of 
the individual Christian life and 
personality. In our necessary con-
cern over translating the divine 
standard "not of the world" into 
life and living we have too often 
forgotten the inevitable prelude "in 
the world." Artificial and unreal 
distinctions were made between the 
Christian as a member of the 
blessed communion of saints and 
the Christian as a citizen, as a stu-
dent, or as an individual for whom 
the possession of the wisdom of 
heaven transforms and translates 
the Wisdom of earth into some-
thing uniquely useful and impor-
tant. The result has been that many 
Christians who by reason of 
predilection or vocation have be-
come deeply interested in the ebb 
and flow of human thought and the 
troubled tides of human destiny, 
have been compelled by these dis-
tinctions to seek guiding lights and 
signposts beyond the walls of the 
Church. It is not unusual for a 
Christian today to arrange his views 
in all fields of human endeavor ac-
cording to a pattern which is woven 
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by every hand but the hand of the 
Eternal. His economic views come 
from the newspaper. His social at-
titudes are determined by his im-
mediate, often narrow, environ-
ment. His literary and artistic tastes 
are formed by voices from the 
streets of New York and the boule-
vards of Hollywood. 
Our fundamental need, there-
fore, is a returning consciousness of 
the total presence of the Christian 
in the Kingdom of God and in the 
world. No part of life can be shut 
away from God. The departmental-
izing of life has too long left the 
world and the Christian mind at the 
mercy of the worst forces of death 
and disorder. Only the presence of 
the total Christian, opposing the 
dark forces of evil with the highest 
affirmations and negations of a 
Christian philosophy of the whole 
of life, can hope to stop the world 
from falling into the abyss by which 
it is so fascinated. For a Christian, 
his presence in the world does not 
imply the division of life into com-
partments, some of which belong 
to time and others to eternity. The 
totality of life is God's. The last and 
highest freedom of the human 
soul is the surrender of all areas of 
life to the will of the Eternal. 
To this end THE CRESSET 
plans to make a humble contribu-
tion. It hopes to be a small lamp set 
on the walls of the Church to find 
things of value in the surrounding 
darkness, to throw 1 i g h t 
upon hidden dangers, and to put 
into constant and immediate use 
the words of the royal Apostle: 
"Whatsoever things are true, what-
soever things are honest, whatso-
ever things are just, whatsoever 
things are pure, whatsoever things 
are lovely, whatsoever things are of 
good report; if there be any virtue, 
and if there be any praise, think on 
these things." This is our charter. In 
all matters of faith and doc-
trine-truth, not as men see it, but 
as God has revealed it-the editors 
assume joint and full responsibility. 
In matters in which truth is relative 
and fragmentary the e d i t o r s 
will grant each other and all con-
tributors the widest freedom of 
thought and expression. Since they 
represent no individual school of 
literary or economic thought, this 
latitude of opinion will be jealously 
guarded. 
Mind and Spirit 
Divine truth is truth in itself. 
It is independent of the men who 
serve it. It cannot be permanently 
twisted by them, for it is their judge. 
With this principle in mind THE 
CRESSET hopes to point the way 
toward a new fusion of the intellec-
tual and spiritual life, the unity of 
which is predicated on the absolute-
ness of spiritual truth and the rela-
tivity of intellectual activity. Truth 
in every field of human endeavor 
must constantly be referred to the 
divine Word. Human nature 
cannot realize it completely. Ab-
solute truth is written in eternity. To 
subordinate relative truth to the ab-
solute and to examine it in the light 
of the spiritual realm is a necessary 
undertaking in the modern world. 
Particularly the rising generation is 
in need of a living demonstration 
that a childlike surrender to spiri-
tual truth does not imply a childish 
intellectual life. A fusion of the two 
is not only possible but is demanded 
by the pain and terror of our dying 
civilization. The general weakening 
of our moral principles, the conflict 
of opinions, the decay of spiritual 
life, the immensity of human needs 
and the helplessness of human 
means, point to the immediate need 
that spiritual truth recover its dom-
inant place in the intellectual and 
social life. 
This attempt to fuse the intel-
lectual and spiritullife of the indi-
vidual into a surrendered unity will 
obviously determine the canons of 
criticism which will be applied to 
works of art. The modern view that 
there is no relation between Truth 
and Beauty is not only pernicious 
nonsense but also very dubious es-
thetics. To say that a work of art, in 
whatever field it may appear, is to 
be measured only by its nearness to 
arbitrary standards of beauty and 
not by its truth or probable effect is 
to separate it entirely from life. Art 
does not exist in a vacuum. Only as 
it affects the life of men and women 
does it assume permanent signifi-
cance. Censoriousness is not in the 
Christian tradition, but license is 
even less so. There are certain es-
thetic principles, directly or indi-
rectly deducible from moral truths, 
which have absolute validity. The 
approach of the editors to the life 
and art of the twentieth century will 
be, when moral or religious ques-
tions are involved, frankly authori-
tarian. There are higher laws, im-
mediately evident to the Christian 
mind, than the laws of esthetics ap-
plied in a vacuum. These higher 
laws alone give final meaning to the 
principles of literary or economic 
criticism. The true and the false, the 
important and the trivial, must be 
judged by a light which streams 
from eternal places. In the last 
analysis a work of art which is ethi-
cally bad can be considered estheti-
cally good only by the application 
of a few arbitrary standards and an 
ignoring of vast areas of human ex-
perience and divine revelation. The 
gateway to Hell may be beautiful, 
but it must be viewed in its total set-
ting. 
The Church and Esthetics 
There is, however, another 
phase of the question. Side by side 
with our concern over the moral 
and ethical standards to be applied 
to art there must be no lessening of 
emphasis on the requirements of 
sane esthetics. Within the walls of 
the Church that has happened all 
too frequently. If a given product of 
the mind and imagination was ethi-
cally good, we permitted it to be al-
most incredibly bad by all other 
canons of criticism. The Sunday 
School stories for childhood and 
youth, the moralizing essays which 
sugarcoated a lesson in goodness, 
and much of the religious poetry 
appearing in church journals, are 
examples in point. In the joy over 
their moral clearness their esthetic 
mudiness was eagerly ignored. That 
will not do. The highest moral pre-
cepts can be conveyed only by 
works of art which may be mea-
sured by a fusion of moral and es-
thetic standards. The Sermon on 
the Mount is majestic literature and 
noble ethics. Acceptable products 
of the human mind, illumined by 
religious thought and emotion, will 
differ in degree but not in kind. The 
editors will therefore apply to reli-
gious literature all the rigorous es-
thetic criteria of which they have 
knowledge. The gateway to 
Heaven is both beautiful and good. 
Under the long view of 
Western civilization the terms 
"Christianity" and "culture" are in-
separable. For a thousand years the 
highest cultural achievements of 
the Occident have been informed 
and illumined by the Christian view 
of life. Although there have been 
momentary and individual devia-
tions from this general truth in pre-
vious centuries, there has been no 
general denial of its validity until 
the dawn of the twentieth century. 
It has remained for the past four 
decades to witness the veering away 
of literature and art from the moor-
ings of a supernatural ethics. The 
rise of the new psychology which 
makes man an animal essentially, 
the evolutionistic bias of our edu-
cational system which makes man 
an animal genetically, and the hasty 
translation of half-absorbed scien-
tific advances into art have ended 
in a situation in which much of 
modern literature and art moves 
from darkness to darkness and ex-
erts a relentless downward pull on 
the human mind and heart. The ed-
itors are sharply aware of this 
tragedy. They are also conscious of 
the fact that the fourth decade of 
the twentieth century marks the last 
desperate stand in our generation 
of this barbarism and cultural an-
archy whose doom is already 
sealed. They will aid in the battle 
against the dying cults of the gutter 
and the sewer, the worship of the 
meaningless and the idols of the 
marketplace. 
The Cresset 
The function and purpose of 
THE CRESSET are so distinct that 
it will not trespass on the field of 
any other journals published within 
the Church. Its task is definitely 
humble. Granted that the primary 
function of the Church is to bring 
human souls into the shadow of the 
Cross and keep them there, the 
place and work of THE CRESSET 
lies among the secondary functions 
of the Kingdom. The Church has 
every right to be the critic of the 
world. She has a deep interest in the 
cultural and social life of her 
people. Wherever and whenever 
opportunity offers, the Church 
should remove obstacles, direct 
thought, and fashion custom and 
habit. No corner of life is closed to 
her. Most journals published within 
the Church have as their primary 
objective the orientation of the 
Christian in relation to his God and 
his Church. THE CRESSET will 
devote itself to the orientation of 
the Christian life in relation to the 
world of human thought and aspi-
ration. It will endeavor to become 
a place of perspective and coordi-
nation where the dim confusion of 
jostling crowds and bewildering 
roads take shape and form and 
reason. It will attempt to reach es-
pecially those who have become 
conscious of the deep pulsations 
that throb through our time and are 
disturbed over the relation of the 
Christian life to the cataclysmic 
changes of the world. It is natural, 
of course, that through the hands 
and voices of its readers THE 
CRESSET hopes to reach out also 
to those who have come to the con-
clusion that Christianity no longer 
has a clearsounding trumpet. The 
editors will be conscious of only 
two general qualities in their audi-
ence: It is adult and it is Christian. 
At times it will become necessary to 
call attention to a dangerous book 
or a pernicious tendency so that our 
readers may consider it for them-
selves-a patently impossible and 
useless task in a journal intended 
for mass distribution. At other 
times a book may be reviewed fa-
vorably for the clarity with which it 
presents a facet of the world's mad 
glare, even though its general tone 
and trend may be definitely anti-
Christian or unmoral. The editors 
beg the indulgence of their readers 
in these matters in which their judg-
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ment must necessarily be experi-
mental and tentative. 
The response of the Church 
to the first announcement of THE 
CRESSET has been most generous. 
Through the inevitable period of 
trial and error our readers can be of 
direct service to the project by reg-
istering their opinions and com-
ments with the editorial office. 
Contributions which meet the stan-
dards of the publication-from 
whatever source they may come-
will be welcomed. Under the mercy 
of God also THE CRESSET will 
help to bring the old yet ever new 
unity into life which alone can 
move every moment of our brief in-
terlude between the shadow of the 
forgotten and the shadow of the 
unknown into the brightness of 
Eternal Light. 
From the Cresset, published in May 
of 1951 ... 
The New Cresset 
This issue marks a milestone in the 
history of THE CRESSET. 
Since its founding almost fifteen 
years ago, the CRESSET has en-
joyed the generous support and 
confidence of the International 
Walther League. This support has 
been particularly unselfish in recent 
years when it became more and 
more obvious that the constituency 
of the League and the audience of 
the CRESSET differed consider-
ably in age and in interests. A mere 
acknowledgment of the League's 
unfailing kindness is hardly suffi-
cient repayment but it is the best we 
can do at the moment. 
Several years ago, it became ap-
parent that the proper home for 
THE CRESSET was a university 
campus. Such a home has now been 
found at Valparaiso University and 
with this issue THE CRESSET be-
comes a publication of the univer-
sity's press. An editorial board 
made up of members of the Val-
paraiso faculty will assume direc-
tion of the CRESSET'S policy. But 
the tie with the League will not be 
wholly severed. At the request of 
the editorial board, the League will 
assume the role of co-sponsor. 
With the change in ownership, 
there will come gradual changes in 
format. No radical changes are 
planned, at least for the present. But 
there will be an immediate change 
in the writing of the CRESSET. 
While we shall continue to write for 
those thinking men and women in-
side and outside the Christian tradi-
tion who are looking for a Christian 
approach to the problems of our 
world, we shall try to reach a 
broader audience than we have 
reached heretofore. There will be 
no lowering of our standards but 
there will be a great informality in 
our writing, a greater concentration 
upon subjects of broad interest 
rather than of highly specialized in-
terests. 
Every magazine must justify the 
support it receives. We believe that 
the housewife and the assembly line 
worker and the college student are 
as thoughtful and as concerned 
about the relevance of Christianity 
to the world of 1951 as are the pas-
tors and the doctors of philosophy. 
It is our hope that the CRESSET 
will be able to reach thoughtful 
people wherever they may be and 
whatever they may be doing. It is to 
these people that the "new 
CRESSET" will be directed. f 
REPORT 
An incident, a blip, a dot 
on a late picture by Seurat. 
We noticed, we nodded, the day 
continued on, that is to say 
we thought the breathing world the same, 
we'd ramble, listen to the game, 
check for the mail, shuffle the deck 
of loves and needs, the daily beck 
and call of meals and talk and sleep. 
It just happened, nothing to keep 
or think about or to explain-
but I knew someone on that plane. 
Daniel J. Langton 
Things We Said Today 
Americans love the lonely hero who, with the 
strength of his convictions, stands up to evil and 
achieves a good others have not dared to dream, 
the good cowboy who walks slowly into town 
and refuses to look the other way as the local 
bully throws around his weight. That admira-
tion for the individual doing good and resisting 
evil when others will not is a good thing. Parents 
hope to see in their children the courage and 
strength of conviction of the rugged individual, 
charting his own path. But this, of course, is only 
one half of the story. Resisting the influence of 
the herd is good only if the herd is evil or un-
wise. The superhero who goes it alone, contrary 
to the wisdom and goodness of his peers, is a 
fool or worse. We should agree with President 
Bush and Vice President Cheney about the moral 
character of Saddam Hussein. The people of 
Iraq and their neighbors deserve better. But are 
we the good cowboy to clean up Dodge? Nei-
ther our best friends nor the herd seem to think 
so. Perhaps that is weakness on their part. Or 
perhaps it is wisdom. In our world it is often not 
possible to remove evil without bringing about 
equal or greater evils. In those cases we permit 
the evil to continue to exist, but we attempt to 
prevent its increase. That may not be pleasant or 
cheap, but sometimes the best that we can do is 
second best. That may be a truth that our Euro-
pean neighbors, somewhat more at ease with the 
tragic, have grasped better than we. 
As religions go, Druidry, at least in its modern 
guises, seems such fun. Nature is good. Art is 
good. Prayer is good, as is rite and ritual. They 
have really cool robes and make no significant 
demands upon the individual, really. Who could 
blame the Archbishop-Designate of Canterbury, 
Rowan Williams, for failing to resist the call of 
the Gorsedd of Bards, a Welsh order of Druids, 
into which he was initiated earlier this month? 
But it has set off a bit of a row across the waters. 
Some point to the pagan origins of the Druids in 
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criticism. To the consternation of some contem-
porary pagan Druids, the Archbishop-Designate 
dismissed the paganism of the Gorsedd, pointing 
to the presence of several Welsh Christian hymns 
in the service. Contemporary Druids are pretty 
inclusive folk, it seems, and have no qualms 
about recognizing at least one god, some of the 
time, for some people. Still, British Christians 
and British Druids are second-guessing the par-
ticipation of the Archbishop-Delegate in such a 
public and ostensibly religious ceremony. And 
rightly so. 
Americans have done no better with God in 
public spaces this summer. At the University of 
North Carolina, freshman were assigned Ap-
proaching the Qur, an: The Early Revelations, a 
translation of thirty-five short passages from the 
Qur'an, a book which many Druids might, in 
fact, endorse. A lawsuit aimed at stopping the 
reading and discussions of the book ensued, ac-
cusing the state of North Carolina of sponsoring 
a religion. Without missing a beat, faculty pro-
claimed their academic freedom. But this was 
not about academic freedom or about state 
sponsorship of religion. True enough, the Car-
olina faculty have a pretty transparent agenda of 
'opening the minds' of narrow-minded natives 
of North Carolina in their summer selections. 
But if UNC faculty are mistaken about what 
shackles imprison freshman students, they are 
nevertheless to be commended for encouraging 
their students to encounter claims about good-
ness, and beauty, and truth, and moral responsi-
bility, claims that might subvert the conviction 
of the freshman that right and wrong are fixed 
always and only by the individual. 
We go to press on the eve of the first anniversary 
of September 11. That anniversary will not go 
unmentioned here but, alas, the tongues of mor-
tals fail. f 
on covers-
Fred Nagelbach is a graduate of Valparaiso University (Class of 1965). He currently teaches at the School of the Art In-
stitute of Chicago, exhibits his sculpture at Perimeter Gallery in the River North gallery district of Chicago, and has had nu-
merous public commissions in the Midwest. His three pieces in front of the Valparaiso University Center for the Arts (all enti-
tled Adam and Eve) are part of an exhibition at the Brauer Museum of Art which presents not only his work, but also the 
work of another major Chicago artist, Vera Klement. Together, the art of Klement and Nagelbach provide a fascinating Look at 
contemporary approaches practiced by artists in this region . 
Nagelbach's sculpture pictured on the cover is a fine example of the artist's virtuoso wood carving skills, as well as his 
adept manipulation of many Levels of meaning. The two wooden heads seem to be almost devouring one another atop a base 
which strongly resembles a picnic table. Thus, romantic Love (symbolized by the kiss and the title) can be thought of as a 
metaphor for consumption, perhaps of each other's identity or individuality. The tin roof structure, constructed from ordinary 
building materials that Nagelbach frequently uses, adds an air of domesticity to the piece. The relationship shown here can 
be generalized to include all couples who are Living together under the same roof. 
The Brauer Museum is thrilled to display the work of Nagelbach and Klement. Fred Nagelbach's pieces are welcome addi-
tions to a campus that he enjoyed as a student. 
on reviewers-
Fredrick Barton's 
fourth novel, A House Divided, will be published Learly next year. He is Dean of the College of Liberal Arts at the University 
of New Orleans and film columnist at the New Orleans newsweekly, Gambit. 
AL Zambone 
Lives in Oxford, England, where he is completing his D.Phil. in Modern History. 
Richard Lee 
was the fifth (1969-1972) and seventh (1978-1981) editor of The Cresset. 
on poets-
Bill Stadick 
writes copy for an ad agency in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. His work has appeared in The Christian Century, Christianity and 
Literature, and The Wisconsin Academy Review. 
Paul Willis, 
professor of English at Westmont College in Santa Barbara, CA, is also the author of a pair of ecofantasy novels, No Clock 
in the Forest and The Stolen River Chapbook titled Poison Oak. 
Laurie B. Klein 
is currently working on a novel setin 1200 B.C., Canaan, entitled Bloodlines and a collection of poetry called Petal, Fin 
and Marrowbone. Her work has appeared in Mars Hill Review, Heliotrope, The Christian Communicator, ByLine, Message for 
our Times (U. K.), and The Psalmist. 
Jill Alexander Essbaum 
Lives in Austin, Texas where she teaches English at Concordia University. Her first book, Heaven, won the 1999 Bakeless 
Prize and is available through University Press of New England. 
Daniel J. Langton's 
Latest work has been accepted by the Iowa Review, the Kaleidoscope Review, The Formalist, the Laurel Review, and 
Rosebud. He is also finishing and anticipating The Pudding House Publications chapbook, titled Greatest Hits. 
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